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Governor, let's talk
Published Dec. 7, 2008

"The governor owes to the people of Illinois a full and complete explanation. ... He should immediately find a forum and stand there for however long it takes and fully and completely answer all questions raised."

Gov. Rod Blagojevich, we invite you to accept the advice of your lieutenant governor and meet with the Tribune editorial board to "answer all questions raised." Our offer is sincere, as is our hope to understand your own actions as well as your views on the federal investigation of corruption in our state's government.

We offered the same forum last March to then-candidate Barack Obama at a critical moment in his presidential campaign. He accepted the invitation and, during 92 minutes of questioning, answered literally every question put to him about his relationship with Tony Rezko, the businessman and fundraiser who then was under indictment but hadn't yet been convicted on corruption charges. With that interview session and a meeting at the Sun-Times, Obama largely put the Rezko issue behind him.

Friday morning, Governor, Lt. Gov. Quinn said that you need to explain yourself to the citizens of Illinois following the Tribune's disclosure that you have been covertly taped by federal authorities in the course of their probe. Quinn also said you need to explain your relationships to convicted political insiders like Stuart Levine, whom you kept on state boards where corruption flourished, and to Rezko, whose federal conviction followed a trial in which you repeatedly were linked to allegations of pay-to-play politics.

Governor, the lawyers in that trial uttered your name 41 times in their closing arguments alone. You have been charged with no crime. But as we said after Rezko's conviction: Fairly or not, testimony in that trial left you -- the governor who vowed to clean up state government -- accused of scandal. Time and again you essentially were described as the prize doll in marathon games of pay-to-play: People who made big contributions to your political coffers won your favor.

You've said many times that this suggestion was false. You also said, often, that you weren't free to discuss any such allegations in detail because the Rezko case was unresolved. Well, it's quite resolved now. And with the people of Illinois aware that the feds have covertly taped your conversations, you're liberated to speak with candor. Your lieutenant governor says you're obligated. Why would you not do so?

You used to be a regular at our editorial board. But you haven't been here since March 8, 2007. We remember your pledge that day to return and to speak with us about the federal investigation. After that meeting concluded, you sidestepped a question about whether you had been interviewed by federal authorities since 2005, saying you weren't at the meeting to discuss those matters but would set up a time to do so later.

"I'm happy to make an appointment, talk to you guys about that," you said that day. "But I feel real good about all the different things that we do because we follow the rules and we do things right and at the end of the day, as they say in the Bible, the truth shall set you free. The truth is what it is. And the truth is we do things right."

Governor, let's make that appointment. Your press staffers can contact us, and we'll certainly be reaching out to them.

Had you been present for our Q-and-A meeting with Obama on March 14, you'd have seen a political leader taking questions in a session as mutually respectful as it was thorough. Obama agreed that no topic was off limits. We had criticized him over 16 months for not answering questions about his Rezko
connection. In the eyes of many Americans, his willingness to do so in a venue he didn’t control added to his credibility.

If you keep your pledge of 21 months ago to discuss the federal investigation with us, we would hope for a similar engagement and a similar tone. Mostly we would hope to help explain to the people of Illinois your thoughts on the cloud of scandal that, fairly or not, envelops your administration.

Governor Blagojevich, let’s talk.

**Nobody trusts the gov ...**
*Published Nov. 21, 2008*

Illinois isn’t yet halfway through its 2008-09 fiscal year, and the full effects of the nation’s economic doldrums haven’t yet descended on the bean counters in Springfield. But the trajectory is obvious: The office of the governor projects a budget shortfall of some $2 billion and says revenues from income and sales taxes are short of earlier projections.

What an opportunity this is for an emergency posse of state government leaders to shave spending and otherwise adjust to tougher times. Imagine a state with a governor who evokes trust, a chief executive who can broker agreements among legislators and other state officials. You can imagine that as long as you want, though, and you won’t be imagining Illinois. The current governor, Rod Blagojevich, engaged in his customary governance-by-press-release this week, surprising lawmakers with a plan most notable for giving him added authority to cut expenditures. He also wants to borrow money to pay expenses that Comptroller Dan Hynes pegs at $4 billion and climbing.

But because this state’s governor has earned so much distrust, his great schemes get no more attention from legislators than the last rustle of dry leaves under foot. Time and again he has bent the budget process to serve his whimsy or to preen for the cameras. Lawmakers are as likely to give him more authority over taxpayer money as those dead leaves are to jump back onto trees.

No one person, not even an accomplished and popular governor, could navigate these financial shoals alone, without help from legislative leaders and state officials. A governor who has alienated almost everyone in Springfield, and whose approval rating wallows at 13 percent, might as well propose annexing Ft. Knox for its gold. He and his plans are irrelevant. White noise.

Before you crawl into glum hibernation, though, consider two developments that could make Springfield something other than the place this state’s unsolved challenges go to grow mold:

* Senate Democrats’ choice of Chicagoan John Cullerton as their chamber’s president-in-waiting to replace the departing Emil Jones doesn’t merely deprive the governor of his most notorious ally. Cullerton is smart and creative. He now can demonstrate, by working with other legislative leaders and by leading overrides of gubernatorial vetoes, that he won’t be adding his name to the roll of Statehouse do-littles.

* Another good omen: Senate Republicans’ choice of Lemont’s Christine Radogno as the first woman to lead a party caucus in the Capitol. She replaces Minority Leader Frank Watson of Greenville, a good legislator who decided to surrender his leadership role after he suffered a stroke. Radogno is one of the most principled lawmakers in Springfield and a source of hope for her party’s renewal in Illinois.

First, though, legislative leaders and other state officials have to confront and somehow mitigate that expected budget shortfall. If there is to be any leadership exerted, it’ll have to come from within their midst. No one trusts the governor who cannot govern.
Gambling with health care
Published Nov. 14, 2008
What happens when you’re playing a losing poker hand? Do you wisely fold and cut your losses? Or do you keep throwing chips in the pot and hope to prevail by bluffing your opponents?

No, this editorial isn’t about poker strategy. It’s about health care in Illinois. It’s about people who trusted Gov. Rod Blagojevich when he said he was expanding health coverage in the FamilyCare program for parents and other caretakers who earn up to $83,000 a year. Many thousands of people signed up—we can’t divine the exact number—even though Blagojevich hadn’t persuaded the legislature to fund this. Even though a legislative rules panel had twice rejected his gambit.

And now those people are watching a legal battle unfold over this reckless gamble by the governor. They’re wondering if their health coverage will hold, after Circuit Court and Appellate Court decisions that oblige the governor to shut down his illicit expansion. If their coverage doesn’t hold—the courts are saying it won’t—they’re wondering if they can find affordable coverage elsewhere.

They’re not the only ones left in the lurch, pawns of the governor’s grandiose ambitions. The doctors and other health-care providers who treat these patients are eager to know whether they’ll ever get paid in a state already woefully behind in paying Medicaid bills. They’re thinking about patient loads, pondering whether to cut back on—or stop—treating Medicaid patients.

Meanwhile, Blagojevich refuses to do the smart thing and fold. Maybe he thinks that if he hangs on long enough, if he creates enough confusion and doubt about what’s really going on in the FamilyCare program, the legislature and the courts will finally yield to his whims. Here’s one recent ploy: His administration shut off all payments to the providers for almost a month, after Circuit Judge James Epstein ordered the state to stop spending money on Blagojevich’s unilateral expansion of the program.

No, the judge didn’t say the state should stop paying for all 536,000 individuals in the program. He said the state couldn’t pay for treating those patients to whom Blagojevich wrongly extended coverage. Those people “do not have a right to continue to receive insurance benefits under this improperly promulgated program,” Epstein ruled.

The administration, however, chose to interpret this to mean that the judge said to halt payment for all FamilyCare patients. Thomas Hecht, a lawyer for plaintiffs trying to shut down the expansion in court, called that “a fear tactic” and “not what the courts have ordered.” Hecht is right. Blagojevich has been playing an ugly game of politics with people’s health care.

The administration was supposed to tell Epstein on Wednesday how it planned to end the illegal expansion, tell those who were enrolled that they’re out of luck and unwind the program. But the Illinois Supreme Court intervened, giving the administration a couple of weeks to file an appeal.

So the governor’s gamble can continue. He can keep throwing chips on the pile, hoping the Supreme Court will see things his way.

But it’s probably a losing bet.

Fold ‘em, Governor.

Who succeeds Obama?
Published Nov. 6, 2008
We know that urging Rod Blagojevich to do the thing right, an act devoid of self-interest, is asking a lot.
But the state of Illinois is about to lose its junior U.S. senator. He’s resigning to accept another opportunity. The governor will appoint a replacement to do the senator’s job for the next two years.

It’s a good gig -- no lifting, plenty of vacation -- and many Democrats see themselves as the perfect choice. We’re never privy to the governor’s thought process. But we hope that someone sidles up to him to offer some helpful advice. The first temptation for any governor would be to send to Washington a close ally or ambitious flunky. The second temptation -- OK, maybe this is the first temptation -- would be to eliminate a political rival by giving him or her a job far, far away.

If the governor uses this pick to reward an ally or a flunky, that miserable unfortunate will spend two years riding alongside Blagojevich on the down escalator of public opinion. There’s no political future in being marked as Li’l Rod.

More important, naming some lightweight would be yet another of Blagojevich’s memorable disservices to the people of this state. Every American deserves to be represented in the Senate by two leaders of exceptional capability. The governor still has a 13 percent job approval rating, and he’d risk squandering even that if he named a new senator who doesn’t have the skill set.

Of course, Blagojevich could reward one in his dwindling number of loyalists and try to limit the damage by appointing a two-year place holder, some over-the-hill Democrat who promises not to run for the seat in two years. That would give the people of Illinois an incumbent-free election of a new senator in 2010. But the charms of Senate life are legendary, and any promise to step down would be impossible to enforce. This, too, would be a bad route for the governor to take.

So how about appointing a proven and independent leader? Several Democrats have enough stature to be chosen by the governor in 2008 and survive to stand on their own merits for a Senate race in 2010. Here’s our handicapping:

* Valerie Jarrett, a lawyer, civic leader and housing expert who could land in Obama’s Cabinet.


* Atty. Gen. Lisa Madigan, whose popularity and job performance make her a lethal threat to Blagojevich in 2010.

* State Comptroller Dan Hynes, a sure hand who wants to be Illinois’ next governor.

* Paul Vallas, whose background in public finance, education and other policy realms qualifies him for a Senate seat.

One option we haven’t addressed: Under Illinois law, Blagojevich can fill the soon-to-be-vacant seat by appointing ... himself. It was a relief to hear him say on Wednesday that he was not interested in that.

Governor, we’re losing a senator and we need a distinguished replacement. You have many fine options.

Do this thing right.

Indicting Illinois. Again
Published Oct. 31, 2008
"The citizens of this state deserve honest government ... We'll just keep rolling out indictments where they're warranted."
Five years ago, when Fitzgerald disclosed the indictment of former Gov. George Ryan, the Illinois culture of political sleaze still had a few indignant defenders. The feds were trying to criminalize ordinary politics, they murmured. Ryan was just old school, a favors-for-favors guy who got things done. No way would a jury of his peers deliver him to the U.S. Bureau of Prisons.

Today the former governor, now known as inmate 16627-424, awaits his release, scheduled for the 4th of July, 2013. And Fitzgerald’s team of prosecutors and FBI agents are shredding the culture of sleaze under yet another Illinois governor, Rod Blagojevich. On Thursday the U.S. attorney disclosed the indictment of Springfield insider William Cellini Sr. on charges of illegally hustling political contributions to benefit Blagojevich.

Thanks to the blockbuster trial of former Blagojevich fundraiser Antoin "Tony" Rezko, citizens of this sorry state know plenty about scamsters and thieves who’ve taken advantage of them. Will the U.S. Department of Justice prove to a court’s satisfaction that Cellini -- Mr. Springfield Power Broker to Republican and Democratic administrations alike -- also broke the law? We’ll see. He’s not guilty until someone proves otherwise.

But by indicting Cellini at this busy juncture, with investigators crawling all over Blagojevich and his government, the feds evidently are accelerating Operation Board Games. Cellini is the 13th defendant charged in that probe of public corruption of insider deals, influence-peddling and kickbacks involving state government boards.

The essence of the four counts against Cellini -- conspiracy to commit mail fraud, extortion conspiracy, attempted extortion and soliciting a bribe -- isn’t late-breaking news. Looking back may help you look forward:

Two years ago, in October 2006, political insider Stuart Levine pleaded guilty to scheming to extract millions of dollars from firms seeking state business. In Levine’s 58-page plea agreement, federal authorities alleged that Blagojevich’s two top fundraisers schemed almost from the beginning of the governor’s administration to use their newfound influence for corrupt purposes. The agreement alleged that Cellini was in cahoots with Levine and those fundraisers, Rezko and Christopher Kelly, who has not been charged.

But, two years later, Cellini has. Why now? Maybe simply because alleged lawbreakers should be prosecuted and found guilty or innocent. Or maybe Fitzgerald envisions Cellini testifying, along with the demonstrably cooperative Levine and the rumored-to-be-cooperative Rezko, at trials of defendants not yet charged.

And who might those defendants be? Beats us. Fitzgerald doesn’t telegraph his prosecutorial strategy. He does, though, have at his command numerous incentives to help people who know about crimes share those insights with federal agents. He has the power to charge and the power to bargain.

Cellini attorney Dan Webb responded to Thursday’s 19-page indictment by saying his client "is completely innocent of these charges, and he will fight this case because he has done absolutely nothing wrong."

Webb in the past also has denied Cellini’s involvement in an alleged plot that made a wry reappearance Wednesday. It’s the very last accusation in the Cellini indictment -- a few dry lines of type back on page 19.

"It was further part of the conspiracy that in or around the summer and fall of 2004, in an effort to conceal the conspiracy, Cellini, Rezko and others discussed the possibility of removing the U.S. attorney for the Northern District of Illinois in an effort to stop any investigation into the con-conspirators and others."
Hmm. Remove the U.S. attorney. Who's that again?

Why of course, that's Patrick Fitzgerald. The man who told the much-victimized people of Illinois that he'd keep rolling out indictments where they're warranted.

**Exploiting the Rod curse**  
*Published Oct. 28, 2008*

So what do you do if you're the Democratic Party and you foist Rod Blagojevich on Illinois and he turns out to be one of the most unpopular governors in the state's history?

You know what you do. You use your Democratic governor to smear a Republican! The Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee is running television ads that tell voters they can't trust Marty Ozinga, a Republican businessman running for Congress, because he gave campaign contributions to ... the Democratic governor of Illinois.

One ad shows Ozinga, candidate in the 11th Congressional District. Blagojevich's face appears next to him. And a pile of cash appears behind both of them. "Republican Ozinga and his companies gave 23 grand to Rod Blagojevich," the voiceover says in an ominous tone.

Oooh. Bad guy, Ozinga.

And who benefits from this smear ad? That would be Democrat Debbie Halvorson, the state senator who is running against Ozinga.

That would be Debbie Halvorson, majority leader of the Illinois Senate, which has worked overtime to prop up Blagojevich as citizens turned on him and the U.S. Department of Justice fixed him in its sights.

The Senate Democratic leadership denied citizens the opportunity to decide if they wanted the opportunity to recall Rod Blagojevich.

The Senate Democratic leadership stalled ethics legislation for a full year -- in large part because it was targeted at Rod Blagojevich's fundraising tactics.

A Tribune poll this month found that just 13 percent of Illinois residents approve of Blagojevich and 71 percent disapprove. That's the lowest rating a politician has received in nearly three decades of Tribune polling.

So it's no surprise that Halvorson and other Democrats would run away from their tainted governor. But isn't it amazing that they actually would use him to taint the Republican opposition? The DCCC has poured more than $300,000 into this race on behalf of Halvorson. For the DCCC to boost Halvorson by linking her opponent to Blagojevich just plays voters for stupid.

**Give it up, Governor**  
*Published Oct. 17, 2008*

Last spring, Gov. Rod Blagojevich tried an end-around on the legislature after it overwhelmingly had repulsed his move to expand health care. He said the lawmakers didn't matter, and that he could still expand the state health insurance FamilyCare plan to reach 147,000 parents and other caretakers who earn up to $82,000 a year.

Then he tried an end-around on a legislative panel that twice -- twice -- rejected the governor's gambit. He said the panel was "merely advisory." Next he tried an end-around on Cook County Circuit Judge James
Epstein, who last spring issued a temporary injunction against the governor's expansion of the FamilyCare program. The Blagojevich administration argued that Epstein's injunction wasn't broad enough to stop expansion of the program.

Wednesday, Epstein rejected the governor's claim point-blank. His ruling does apply, he wrote. What's more, Epstein ordered the state to stop spending money on the program expansion. "Now it's time in my view to get on with complying with the order," he told attorneys.

So now what?

In two weeks, the administration must go to court and explain to Epstein how the state will do what he has ordered. As part of that, state officials may be forced to disclose information on the program, including how many people have signed up for it, how their premiums have been spent, and how the administration proposes to unravel this whole mess.

Or not. The administration does have some legal avenues to delay its day of reckoning. The governor could appeal to the Illinois Supreme Court. (He already lost in a state appellate court late last month.)

The governor can keep reversing field, trying to find a crack of daylight for his next end-run. But that only prolongs this debacle.

Give it up, Governor.

You were reckless and wrong from the beginning.

You have little to no chance of prevailing in court.

And if that's not convincing enough, think about all those people who've signed up for FamilyCare on your administration's assurances that they would have health care.

We don't know how many there are -- because you haven't said -- but it certainly runs into thousands. As you lose in court, they are likely to lose their coverage. They initially may have switched from other insurance -- and now may not be able to switch back. Another risk: They may not be able to find affordable coverage.

In his ruling Wednesday, Epstein sympathized with "the plight of the uninsured." But, he said, the Illinois citizens to whom Blagojevich wrongly extended coverage "do not have a right to continue to receive insurance benefits under this improperly promulgated program."

End it now, Governor. You've done quite enough. Don't put more people at risk of losing -- and not being able to regain -- health-care coverage.

**Indict or impeach?**

*Published Sept. 29, 2008*

After what has happened in the last few days, it's more likely that Gov. Rod Blagojevich will be indicted or impeached or both.

* The Tribune reported on Sunday that convicted political fixer Tony Rezko has talked to federal prosecutors and may cooperate in their investigation of the governor's administration. At closing arguments in Rezko's trial, a federal prosecutor told jurors that his crimes involved "the highest levels of power in Illinois." Rezko has refused to help investigators -- until, apparently, now.* The Illinois appellate
court on Friday issued a ruling that could provide reason for the legislature to remove Blagojevich. He decided to spend tens of millions of dollars to expand a state health care insurance program even though the legislature wouldn’t approve it. The court told Blagojevich to stop the program -- and said his administration can’t even identify how many people have enrolled in it.

Federal prosecutors will pursue their investigation of the Blagojevich administration’s notorious pay-to-play politics. Having the cooperation of Rezko, once one of Blagojevich’s closest confidants, would greatly help to determine if the governor was involved in criminal wrongdoing. All the rest of us -- lawmakers, political leaders, citizens -- can do is wait for the prosecutors to complete their investigation.

But Blagojevich’s attempt to go around lawmakers and spend money they didn’t approve for a vast health care program may be just as insidious as his pay-to-play politics. His effort to expand health care through the program known as FamilyCare was soundly rejected by the Illinois legislature. But he did it anyway, spending millions of dollars to broaden eligibility for state-funded health care to people with higher family incomes.

The Illinois secretary of state said the governor had no authority to do that. A legislative rule-making body said he had no authority to do that. But he did it anyway.

In April, Cook County Circuit Judge James Epstein issued an injunction to block the governor’s program. The appellate court on Friday upheld that injunction. The reviewing court’s ruling lends credence to the belief of many critics, including this page, that Blagojevich has been completely reckless in this effort. As a result, thousands of people may have paid premiums for health coverage that now will evaporate.

Earlier this year, this page strongly supported a movement to give voters the chance, through a constitutional amendment, to recall public officials. We said at the time that impeachment of the governor shouldn’t be pursued. But this court ruling on his health care gamble gives reason to revisit that.

Democratic Rep. Jack Franks has encouraged House Speaker Michael Madigan to convene a committee to investigate if articles of impeachment are warranted. That seems like a sound idea.

That’s not a call for impeachment. That’s a call for the House to investigate. The governor should be deeply concerned about such an inquiry. He might once have been able to count on the Illinois Senate to block his removal if the House voted to impeach him. But his ally and chief enabler, Senate President Emil Jones, retires in January.

There are several Democratic candidates to succeed Jones as leader of the Senate. Let’s hear what they have to say about allowing another vote on recall and whether they would promise an honest hearing if the House were to approve articles of impeachment.

Every member of the Senate should be on record answering those questions. Heads-up, Sen. Debbie Halvorson. You’re scheduled to visit the Tribune editorial board on Monday with Republican Marty Ozinga to talk about your race for Congress. These will be the first questions we ask.

Illinois will have to put up with another two years of Blagojevich as governor if he serves his full term. That won’t be pretty. He gets more reckless and isolated by the day as he tries to assert influence over a legislature that ignores him as much as it can.

Do we really have to put up with this for another two years? It’s starting to look like the answer will be: No.

Ethics? Illinois? Keep going
Published Sept. 26, 2008
Someone pinch us. We must be dreaming. And we’re not talking about the Chicago Cubs.

The Illinois General Assembly has passed an ethics reform law. Twice, in fact, if you count the vote needed to override Gov. Rod Blagojevich’s amendatory veto. Beginning Jan. 1, it will be illegal for businesses seeking state contracts of $50,000 or more to make campaign contributions to the officeholder who would award them that contract, or to any candidate for that office. (To put it another way, Blagojevich has a little more than three months left to rake in the bucks.)

So a round of applause, please, for lawmakers who kept the bill alive for more than a year while the governor and his friend, Senate President Emil Jones, tried to kill it. And a big hand to State Comptroller Dan Hynes, who got the ball rolling, and to Cindi Canary and the folks at the Illinois Campaign for Political Reform, who kept forcing the issue. And to several legislators who patiently saw this through. The good guys won. Well begun.

Or rather, well begun.

The law just passed is aimed squarely at Blagojevich, a prodigious fundraiser who managed to scare up more than a quarter of a million dollars from contractors while the ethics bill was sitting on his desk. It’s no wonder there was so much smirking going on when he announced that the bill needed “improving” and that he was just the guy to do it.

But he’s right about one thing: The job isn’t anywhere near finished.

The new ethics law won’t stop contractors from giving money to state lawmakers, though legislative leaders have lots of influence over who gets state business. And though it takes a good first stab at pay-to-play politics, it doesn’t address other ethical pitfalls, such as disclosure of lobbying activities or enforcement of campaign finance disclosure laws.

Blagojevich actually addressed some of those issues when he tried to rewrite the legislation. But he also loaded the bill with booby traps and poorly crafted wording. Lawmakers ignored Blagojevich and passed the original bill without his changes.

Suddenly, it seems, ethics legislation has momentum. The Senate resurrected the governor’s amendments in a separate bill and voted 50-1 (with five voting “present”) to send that bill to the House. So the Senate is the conscience of Illinois? Not really. Canary testified against the bill, saying it was poorly drafted and constitutionally flawed. Senate leadership wanted to help a spurned governor save face.

There’s no harm in letting that flawed bill die. House Speaker Michael Madigan isn’t likely to call it for a vote. We’re fine with that.

But Madigan is wrong if he thinks the job is done. It has just begun.

**Guilt by association**

*Published Sept. 23, 2008*

The Chicago evoked in John McCain’s latest campaign ad is shrouded in ethical clouds and federal investigations and peopled by shady characters with labels like patron, lobbyist, felon, godfather and (shudder) mayor’s brother. In less than 30 seconds, the spot -- titled “Chicago Machine” -- paints the image of a city that runs on nepotism, cronyism and corruption.

Chicago is guilty as charged. Fair enough. What isn’t fair is that McCain, the Republican nominee for president, is trying to apply all of the above to his Democratic rival, Barack Obama.

“Born of the corrupt Chicago political machine,” the ad begins. In a lame attempt at guilt by association, it then ticks off a list of Chicago pols whose ties to Obama supposedly bring into question his qualifications
for president.

There's his "money man," Tony Rezko, convicted of federal corruption charges in June.

His political mentor, Illinois Senate President Emil Jones, who has stacked the state payroll with relatives and served as a one-man roadblock on ethics legislation for more than a year.

His economic adviser, William Daley, brother of Chicago Mayor Richard Daley.

And Gov. Rod Blagojevich ("a legacy of state and federal investigations").

"With friends like that, Obama is not ready to lead," the ad concludes.

Aside from an ill-advised relationship with Rezko, there's little here that reflects negatively on Obama. As a former U.S. commerce secretary, William Daley is an excellent go-to guy on economic matters, though the McCain ad conveniently omits that qualification in favor of the label "lobbyist." And if Jones or Blagojevich were capable of pulling Obama's strings, you wouldn't have known it last week, when Obama publicly pressed Jones to stop standing in the way of an ethics reform bill that Blagojevich was trying to kill.

Jones obeyed Obama -- and on Monday the Illinois Senate voted 55-0 to turn that ethics bill into law.

Obama deserved the heat for dealing with Rezko, a friend and fundraiser who was convicted of money laundering, aiding and abetting bribery and mail and wire fraud. Obama has acknowledged that the relationship was fraught with potential conflicts of interest, and that lapse in judgment has dogged his campaign.

But the suggestion that Obama is a politician in the classic Chicago mold is way off base. He wasn't a machine candidate in his bid for the Illinois Senate in 1996, and he won the 2004 nomination for the U.S. Senate seat in a heavily contested primary without Daley's support. Though he now enjoys the support of establishment Democrats, Obama is a man governed by his conscience, not by his associations.

Obama wasn't "born of the corrupt Chicago political machine," and that makes his rise all the more remarkable. But the McCain camp is betting voters know less about Obama than they think they know about Chicago, which can usually be summed up in three words: Dead people vote.

Chicago, regrettably, deserves that rap. Obama does not.

The ethics show returns
Published Sept. 19, 2008

Yielding to pressure from "my friend, Barack Obama," Senate President Emil Jones finally agreed to put the interests of Illinois voters above those of his other friend, Gov. Rod Blagojevich.

At the urging of his former protege, now the Democratic nominee for U.S. president, Jones said Thursday that he would call the Senate back to Springfield next week to vote on the ethics bill he's been stalling for more than a year. All that's needed is for the Senate to override the governor's amendments -- a matter of about five minutes, judging from how long it took the House to do the same last week. But hold your applause. Within minutes of Jones' announcement, the governor said he was calling a special session for Monday to deal with "true" ethics reform. There's no telling what mischief he has up his sleeve this time, but you can bet it won't be pretty.

We thought Jones' latest dodge, an original reinterpretation of the state constitution, was an inspired last stab at killing the ethics bill, emphasis on last. By delaying an override vote until November, long past the 15 days prescribed by the constitution, Jones was inviting a legal challenge that could delay the measure for years or kill it outright. "The law is in jeopardy," Atty. Gen. Lisa Madigan said, "and we know why."
Yes, we do. The bill would prohibit businesses seeking state contracts of $50,000 or more from making campaign contributions to the state officeholder who awards the contract, or to any candidate for that office. It might as well be named the Rod Blagojevich Act. For more than a year, Jones and Blagojevich have proclaimed their support for ethics reform while doing everything they could to kill the bill.

When Jones put it on ice yet again, Cindi Canary, head of the Illinois Campaign for Political Reform, publicly turned to Obama. He’s running for president as a reformer; he pushed ethics reforms during his days in the Illinois Senate, and Jones has said he always listens to Obama. Others joined the call and after several days of nudging, Obama picked up the phone and urged Jones to pass the ethics bill “at the earliest opportunity,” according to a campaign statement.

The initial non-response from Jones left us wondering if Obama had actually spoken with his mentor or if maybe he’d left a voice mail.

We wondered how Obama would fare in negotiations with, say, Vladimir Putin, if he couldn’t persuade Emil Jones to call a simple up-or-down vote on a no-brainer bill.

But it turns out Jones was listening. Though he still thinks he’s right about the constitution, he’s decided to get out of the way. If only the governor would do the same.

**Vote yes on recall**

*Published Sept. 15, 2008*

Illinoisans fed up with the self-dealing, self-serving, self-protecting political class in this state need to vote the bums out. More about that in coming weeks as the Tribune rolls out its general election endorsements.

But we want to start talking now about a referendum question that will be on the ballot in Cook County: “Shall the State of Illinois Constitution be amended to establish a recall process for the office of governor and other statewide elected officials?” Why this referendum? Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn pulled a fast one on the political establishment. He and other mischief-makers collected 900 signatures and delivered them to County Clerk David Orr. That’s far fewer than the number usually required to put such a proposal on the ballot, but nobody challenged the submissions.

This referendum is causing some mirth among Illinois pols. Most figure it won’t change their lives -- and, in the short run, they’re right. The referendum is only advisory, it’s only in Cook, and it only addresses Illinois’ few statewide offices.

Which is unfortunate. Every Illinoisan should have an opportunity to support or oppose adding a recall amendment. We hope voters answer yes on Nov. 4, if only so this state’s incumbents sense the disdain in which so many of them are held. If you live in Cook and are mulling how to vote on this referendum, think of Gov. Rod Blagojevich.

And think how nice it would be if a recall amendment extended to other key offices.

Think of County Board President Todd Stroger, father of the much-loathed increase in the sales tax. Think of the 10 County Board members who on July 22 refused to kill that tax hike: William Beavers, Jerry "Iceman" Butler, Earlean Collins, John Daley, Roberto Maldonado, Joseph Mario Moreno, Joan Patricia Murphy, Deborah Sims, Robert Steele and Larry Suffredin.

Think of the Senate Democrats who, last spring, denied citizens the right to decide whether to add a recall provision to their constitution. The House approved moving that amendment to the Nov. 4 ballot. But it fell three votes short in the Senate when 21 Democrats voted no or present (the effect was the same): Senate President Emil Jones Jr., who has bequeathed his seat to his son Emil Jones III, plus Michael Bond, James F. Clayborne Jr., Jacqueline Y. Collins, John J. Cullerton, James A. DeLeo, Deanna Demuzio, William R. Haine, Don Harmon, Mike Jacobs, Kimberly A. Lightford, Terry Link, Iris Y.

Think of the four Democratic senators recorded as not even voting: Gary Forby, Mattie Hunter, Martin A. Sandoval and Louis S. Viverito. Think, too, of the one Senate Republican who didn’t show up and vote to put the recall amendment on the ballot: Chris Lauzen.

And after you do all this thinking, we hope you’ll vote yes on the recall referendum.

A reminder to Emil Jones
Published Sept. 12, 2008
Two weeks after Gov. Rod Blagojevich made good on his promise to “improve” the long-stalled ethics bill, the Illinois House of Representatives made good on its own pledge to override those improvements. All that’s needed now is for the Senate to keep its promise to do the same.

Given that the Senate vote on the bill was 56-0, that shouldn’t be a problem. But Senate President Emil Jones isn’t helping matters. His members had to remind him — loudly — that both legislative chambers had vowed in June to override any and all amendments to the bill they’d just sent Blagojevich. When the bill came back rewritten, Jones couldn’t recall any such pact. Now Jones says he won’t call his troops back to Springfield until November, which is long past the 15-day window during which the Senate can second the House override. If the Senate doesn’t act, the ethics bill is dead. Jones’ spokeswoman says not to worry: The clock doesn’t start ticking until the Senate reads the measure into its record. That’s not a universally held interpretation, but if it’s wrong, it’s no skin off Jones. Like the governor, he’d be happy if the bill just went away.

The House passed an ethics bill in March 2007, aimed squarely at Blagojevich. It would restrict most businesses that seek state contracts from making campaign contributions to the officeholder who awards the contract.

Jones sat on it for nearly a year, but the federal corruption trial of Blagojevich pal Antoin “Tony” Rezko finally shook it loose. The Senate couldn’t afford to be seen as protecting the pay-to-play culture; it tweaked the bill and passed it unanimously. Both chambers pledged to override any veto, and it was clear they had the votes to do so.

Blagojevich spent the next several weeks hustling up campaign cash at fundraisers that would be illegal under the bill gathering dust on his desk. Then he loaded it up with amendments, sent it back to lawmakers to squabble over and crossed his fingers that it would die. The House answered with a resounding 110-3 vote to override.

It’s back to you now, President Jones. The people of Illinois haven’t forgotten.

Just veto the thing
Published June 25, 2008
The writing has been on the wall ever since the General Assembly passed a state budget that Gov. Rod Blagojevich says is $2 billion out of whack. There are two things he can do about it: He can veto the entire budget and tell lawmakers to start over. Or he can use his amendatory veto to cut the budget down to size himself.

On Tuesday, Blagojevich made it clear he’s still holding out hope for option 3: House Democrats suddenly realize they forgot to fund all that spending and hustle back to Springfield to pass some new revenue measures. House Speaker Michael Madigan has shrugged off that suggestion for weeks, so the governor called a news conference Tuesday to announce a July 9 or else deadline. What’s he waiting for? By July 9, we’ll be more than a week into the 2009 fiscal year and two days into the Cubs’ last home stand before the All-Star break. Might as well get busy.
Blagojevich doesn't want to cut $2 billion, of course. He wants the legislature to pass some Band-Aid revenue measures to pay for most of the $29.7 billion in spending they approved without fully funding. A $16 billion pension bond issue would shore up state retirement funds and let them divert $400 million to help balance the budget. A $33 billion public works bill would cut loose $600 million. He also wants to skim about $530 million from several restricted funds.

In other words, a lot more gimmickry to get through another year.

Blagojevich's alternatives have loads of problems. He wants the legislature to pass a massive gambling bill -- read: three more casinos -- that he's hardly made an effort to explain to voters. He wants to borrow billions for pensions -- but won't do anything to curb pension costs.

Take a look at the chart here, prepared by the Civic Federation. It shows a whopping increase in per capita debt under the governor's original budget plan. The Civic Federation said no dice to that. The legislature has to "reduce the operating cost of Illinois' extraordinarily generous benefit plans before asking taxpayers to bail out state pensions by borrowing more money."

The Senate did what the governor wanted in May and got out of Dodge.

The House passed the same spending bills as the Senate, but never got around to voting on the new revenue measures. Madigan doesn't like the pension bond deal or the fund skimming deal. And the public works package relies on a sketchy plan to lease the Illinois lottery and the gambling expansion. Madigan has said paying for new schools, roads and bridges might involve "some pain," by which he means increased fees or taxes. Imagine that.

So don't look for a July 9 breakthrough.

That leaves the governor with one real option: make the cuts himself.

On Tuesday, Blagojevich solemnly outlined the cuts he says he'd be forced to make to trim next year's spending plan to $28.2 billion, which would still be 2.6 percent more than this year's budget. State agencies would lose staff positions. Education, social services, health care, mass transit and services to seniors and veterans would all take big hits. If that happens, he said, blame the Illinois House.

Blagojevich is betting Madigan will find those cuts unacceptable. We're betting Madigan won't. The best way to find out is to stop playing blame games and use the veto pen to cut the budget.

If it turns out lawmakers are serious about living within their means, so be it. If they don't like the cuts, they can figure out how to restore them. But they can't get started if everything's on hold till July 9. No more news conferences, Governor. Do your job.

**Impeach Blagojevich?**

*Published June 15, 2008*

In a better world, Illinoisans would be deciding on Nov. 4 whether to add a recall provision to their state constitution. There are many reasons to give people the power to fire the public officials they employ. The most urgent reason, of course, is that voters shouldn't have to wait until 2011 to be rid of an inept governor. But the Illinois Senate this year refused to allow citizens the right to enact or reject a recall provision.
So conversation has turned to impeachment, with some lawmakers plotting the ouster of Gov. Rod Blagojevich -- something voters have told pollsters they desire. Last week, news of a memo circulated to Democratic legislative candidates by House Speaker Michael Madigan shoved the notion of impeaching their fellow Democrat squarely into the limelight. Madigan's memo is more about hardball politics than good governance. Madigan voted against putting a recall provision on the ballot. To his credit, he did allow a free and fair debate and vote, and the House approved the measure. Senate President Emil Jones and his allies cynically maneuvered to quash it.

The memo does not reflect nearly as well on Madigan. He dishes up sample questions about impeachment, and the talking points his candidates should use in response, including these howlers:

Q: Are you doing this at Mike Madigan's behest?

A: This has nothing to do with Mike Madigan. ... As far as I [know], the Speaker has been resistant to the idea of impeachment.

Q: So, neither Madigan nor his staff has had any involvement with you or preparing you to make this announcement?

A: I am calling for the House to begin impeachment proceedings because I believe that it's the right thing to do. I've researched the issue on my own and after careful consideration believed that now is the right time to do it.

* * *

Recall is a political tool, an expression of the people's wish to rescind their own, previous decision. By contrast, legislative impeachment and trial of an official -- at the federal level and in many states -- usually are devices for weighing accusations of crime.

Not so in Illinois. Our constitution says nothing about what behavior justifies an official's impeachment and conviction at trial.

That's left for legislators to decide. Some unknown number of them, attuned to voters' anger at Blagojevich, want to impeach and try the governor.

Much of the momentum for this hangs on suspicions of criminal conduct by Blagojevich. Quoth Madigan's memo: "The ongoing federal criminal investigations of his administration, including his role as Public Official A, have significantly impaired his ability to do his job as governor."

This page has strongly supported adding a recall provision to the state constitution. If voters had agreed, we then would have urged them to recall Blagojevich.

We do not, though, advocate his impeachment and trial at this time. Why so?

Federal investigators and prosecutors are aggressively exploring whether anyone at the highest level of state government broke corruption laws. We trust that this scrutiny will unearth which crimes, if any, demand consequences in the courts and the Federal Bureau of Prisons -- as it already has for Blagojevich fundraiser Antoin "Tony" Rezko.

We use the word "trust" after much thought. Thinking that a public official is a crook isn't sufficient reason to impeach and try him or her -- provided a truly independent arm of law enforcement is on the case.
That is the situation here. U.S. Atty. Patrick Fitzgerald of Chicago has proven his determination to honestly and relentlessly combat the Illinois culture of political sleaze.

***

Illinois legislators are free to disagree with that and launch impeachment proceedings. As that absence of designated reasons for impeachment and trial in our state’s constitution attests, lawmakers can remove a governor for any act or omission on his part.

Whether they oust Blagojevich or continue his reign, legislators ultimately can be held accountable by their constituents.

That -- rather than with political machines or other organized groups -- is where the power to shape government in Illinois ought to reside. With the people.

And it will, if enough voters start demanding the removal of their failed officials from lucrative public sinecures.

***

What the Constitution says

Here is the language from Article IV of the Illinois Constitution: "The House of Representatives has the sole power to conduct legislative investigations to determine the existence of cause for impeachment and, by the vote of a majority of the members elected, to impeach Executive and Judicial officers. Impeachments shall be tried by the Senate. When sitting for that purpose, Senators shall be upon oath, or affirmation, to do justice according to law. If the Governor is tried, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall preside. No person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators elected. Judgment shall not extend beyond removal from office and disqualification to hold any public office of this State. An impeached officer, whether convicted or acquitted, shall be liable to prosecution, trial, judgment and punishment according to law."

Rezko's guilty. Who's next?
Published June 5, 2008
The Justice Department's prosecution of Antoin "Tony" Rezko was always about prelude, never about climax. The jury's conviction of Rezko Wednesday on 16 criminal counts is one more point on a long investigative arc -- an arc now pointed directly at Gov. Rod Blagojevich and other of his associates.

That arc reaches beyond the horizon to points none of us can see. But prosecutor Christopher Niewoehner unequivocally -- and forcefully -- told the Rezko jurors during closing arguments where federal authorities now are concentrating: "This is a crime that involves the highest levels of power in Illinois. All of us have seen before how the office of U.S. Atty. Patrick Fitzgerald follows these investigative arcs in pursuit of official corruption (among others, see Ryan, George, and Sorich, Robert, both in extended engagements with the U.S. Bureau of Prisons). The feds now can exploit Rezko's conviction to learn whatever he or other political players will divulge about the Illinois culture of political sleaze.

As Rezko abruptly transitions from newly christened convict to object of speculation -- Will he seek to cut his prison time by cooperating with the FBI? -- there is much for the 12 million people of Illinois to ponder:

- The fact that lawyers in Rezko's trial mentioned the governor of Illinois 41 times during closing arguments alone doesn't mean he knew anything of Rezko's crimes. The feds have accused Blagojevich
of no illegality whatsoever, and he consistently has maintained his innocence. But the governor's excuse for not answering questions about Rezko trial testimony -- There's a pending court case! -- is now moot. The governor is free to speak and should do so.

- Fairly or not, that testimony has left a governor who vowed to clean up state government himself accused of scandal. Time and again he essentially was described as the prize doll in marathon games of pay-to-play: Fork over enough money to Blagojevich's political coffers, and you win his favor.

- Three convicted political insiders have testified to Blagojevich's alleged role in private meetings about the purchase of state jobs and state business with campaign contributions. Each said the governor made it clear that people who raised money for his campaign would profit from his influence.

- Rezko's defense counsel tried valiantly to discredit witnesses who offered damning testimony. But jurors concluded that the testimony and the feds' corroborating evidence was enough to establish Rezko's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. To the extent that this was a rehearsal for any future corruption trials, prosecutors now know that the case they have constructed is convincing. They can deploy these arguments against subsequent defendants. That's mighty strong incentive for anyone who committed official wrongdoing to dial 312-353-5300 and offer to tell the U.S. attorney's office all that he or she knows.

- Well before the Rezko trial, scrutiny of Blagojevich was intense. Over the last two years, the Tribune has revealed that federal agents have examined the Blagojevich family's bank accounts, interviewed real estate agents involved in his wife's business deals, and subpoenaed records from his campaign fund and his administration.

- That said, aggressive scrutiny alone doesn't and shouldn't imply guilt. As jurors in Rezko's case began deliberations, a half-dozen former federal prosecutors in Chicago told Tribune reporters that the evidence made public to date doesn't establish that the governor has committed a crime. "As troubling as some of this testimony has been," said former prosecutor and University of Chicago law professor Tom Scorza, "there has been none where someone hears the governor say out loud, 'Here, give me the money, it's a deal.' It really isn't enough that someone believes that's what happened."

- Of course, those former feds have seen what the rest of us have seen: only as much evidence of crimes in state government as prosecutors in the Rezko case divulged in order to convict him. Their case employed convincing evidence that didn't have to testify and couldn't be cross-examined: wiretapped conversations or official documents or records of transactions that flesh out the testimony of trial witnesses. But what else, if anything, did FBI agents learn from those wiretaps or documents or records? What don't we yet know about the conduct of Blagojevich's administration and those who sought to influence it?

One final point for the 12 million people of Illinois to ponder:

- It's not clear how high in this governor's domain the criminal behavior around him reached. What is clear is that federal agents and prosecutors are bound -- and determined -- to find out.

**Contempt for voters**

Published May 2, 2008

Who can know: On some diabolical level, maybe Emil Jones wanted to imperil several of his fellow Illinois Senate Democrats and simultaneously invite more talk of an impeachment campaign against the sitting governor. If those were the Senate president's motives, we congratulate him on two jobs well done.

The Senate, largely because of Democratic opposition, denied Illinois citizens the right to decide whether to add a recall amendment to their constitution. The tally was 33 senators willing to give citizens that
choice, three short of the 36 votes needed. Jones and 18 other Democrats voted no; two more Democrats voted present. Jones acolyte Rickey Hendon opened the vote, then instantly gavelled it to a close. Five senators didn't vote at all. The ploy couldn't have been more obvious: End this vote before it has time to pass.

Hendon then engineered a rapid adjournment, arrogantly denying a vote on a second version of the recall amendment, which the Illinois House had passed and sent to the Senate.

So the matter is dead. No recall amendment can clear the legislature by Sunday's deadline to put proposed amendments on the November ballot.

This stiff-arm by Jones & Co. to Illinois citizens not only protects his pal Gov. Rod Blagojevich from a post-November recall effort, but also insulates Cook County Board President Todd Stroger.

Even the Senate debate was rushed. But some of it was telling. Sen. John Cullerton voted to deny citizens the right to recall the people they put in office. Cullerton was aghast at the notion of "turning over to an outside entity" the question of whether to recall inept judges.

Yes, you, Illinois voters, are that much-feared "outside entity."

So be it. All of us in the outside entity now need to ask every Democratic senator we encounter why he or she didn't do more to advance the recall amendment. If you make to-do lists, here are the 21 Democrats whose votes of no or present (the effect is the same) denied you a voice on that amendment:

  Emil Jones, Jr., President
  Michael Bond
  James F. Clayborne, Jr.
  Jacqueline Y. Collins
  John J. Cullerton
  James A. DeLeo
  Deanna Demuzio
  William R. Haine
  Don Harmon
  Mike Jacobs
  Kimberly A. Lightford
  Terry Link
  Iris Y. Martinez
  James T. Meeks
  Antonio Munoz
  Michael Noland
  Kwame Raoul
  Heather Steans
  John M. Sullivan
  Donne E. Trotter
  A.J. Wilhelmi

Four Democratic senators were recorded as not voting: Gary Forby, Mattie Hunter, Martin A. Sandoval and Louis S. Viverito.

Every Republican senator except one voted in favor of this measure. Republican Chris Lauzen thought it more important to attend a pension conference in Philadelphia than to show up and vote.

So Emil Jones & Co. blocked the recall amendment. They didn't just show distrust for voters. They showed contempt.
Let voters decide on recall
*Published May 1, 2008*
Whatever it takes.

We urge the members of the Illinois House to do whatever it takes by Sunday’s deadline to put a recall amendment on the Nov. 4 ballot. If they have to work the weekend, blame the defenders of Gov. Rod Blagojevich in the Illinois Senate. But if they do whatever it takes, they will give voters a chance to fire inept public officials who can’t, or won’t, earn their fat pay. First, of course, the Senate needs to pass its new proposal for a recall amendment and send it to the House. If the Senate fails, or if it doesn’t do that soon enough to let the House vote, then Democratic senators will spend a very long time explaining how their inaction killed the recall.

Public demands for a vote on a recall amendment aren’t occurring in a vacuum. There’s rising talk of moving to impeach the current governor if a recall mechanism isn’t created. But that’s a discussion for another week. This week, discussion has to focus on getting House and Senate approval on the recall amendment by May 4. That’s the deadline to place it on the Nov. 4 ballot, when voters would have the final say.

There’s reason to be suspicious of the maneuvering by Senate Democratic leaders.

The House approved a recall amendment three weeks ago, but the Senate leaders refused to call it for a vote. Then on Tuesday, they grabbed a straightforward, bipartisan Senate proposal and gummed it up with changes that were designed to make it more difficult for the House to accept.

But we can live with that proposal. We suspect the House can too.

So, senators, send it to the House.

Senate Democrats know that, if given the chance, voters will approve this amendment. Our guess is that the first pol to face a recall vote would be Blagojevich. In that sense, you could think of him as Public Official A.

It also now includes what Sen. Dan Cronin (R-Elmhurst) calls the “Todd Stroger Amendment.” That is, it would allow recall of local officials -- such as the president of the Cook County Board.

There may well be last-minute pressure from nervous local public officials across Illinois who fear that provision of the recall proposal. But the bar to remove them would be high. There are particular safeguards for judges. They would not be subject to removal unless a complaint had been filed against them by the Judicial Inquiry Board.

Illinois citizens have told pollsters in overwhelming numbers that they want the right to dismiss officials whose actions, or chronic inaction, keep Illinois from solving its serious problems.

This recall amendment has come further than many people anticipated. To now deny citizens the right to decide whether the amendment does, or doesn’t, belong in their constitution would confirm to the cynics that Springfield only protects its own.

That denial also would add to the pressure for House members to begin impeachment proceedings against Blagojevich.
So, as the deadline for giving citizens the right to vote on the recall amendment approaches, we reiterate:

Whatever it takes.

Recall? Talk to the Senate
Published Apr. 28, 2008
Two Chicago Democrats in the Illinois Senate paid a call on the Tribune editorial board last week. When prompted, Kwame Raoul and Heather Steans told us they don’t want a recall amendment added to the state constitution. They do, however, want an amendment to kill the mandate of a flat-rate state income tax, now 3 percent for individuals. They telegraphed urgency: Any potential amendment has to clear the General Assembly by May 4 to make November’s ballot.

When Raoul and Steans finished, we asked: So you want the people of Illinois to be able to vote in November on your income tax amendment -- but you oppose giving them a vote on the recall amendment? Pause for reflection on that irony.

“That’s right,” said Raoul, looking down.

“Yes,” added Steans, looking down.

***

Yes, indeed: This is the week Democrats in the Illinois Senate can eagerly renew their very public membership in the Rod Blagojevich Protection Society, Emil Jones Chapter. They can block the proposed recall amendment that would immediately imperil the current Democratic governor.

Or Senate Democrats can do what House members have voted to do: give citizens the right to vote a recall amendment up or down. Plenty of Senate Republicans are ready to give voters that choice in November.

Some Democrats don’t care about the overwhelming popularity of the recall proposal. They have secure seats for life. They can take bullets for Blagojevich and Jones.

But some Democrats aren’t so fortunate. Last week we explained the stakes for two of the allegedly more influential, Debbie Halvorson of Crete and Ira Silverstein of Chicago.

Halvorson and Silverstein lead committees that are crucial to getting this amendment to a vote of the full Senate. Both say they support that move. But, gosh, the Senate has all these rules and traditions and, well, you know how difficult life is.

The truth is that Halvorson and Silverstein haven’t yet persuaded Senate President Jones to hold a Senate vote on this amendment. Without more delays. Without any so-called “improvements” intended to sabotage its passage.

They need to do that now.

Debbie, Ira, this is your life! This is the biggest test of your careers, and you’re flunking. You haven’t shown that you have the influence to force to a Senate vote a measure you say you support.

***
Halvorson and Silverstein are just two of 37 Senate Democrats who need to be held accountable by voters for what does, or doesn’t, happen this week.

Every member of their caucus needs to decide whether to demand that Illinois citizens get a vote on a recall amendment -- or to stand instead with Blagojevich and Jones.

We hope you’ll help the Senate Democrats make that decision. Call one or call them all -- sooner rather than later. This is the week. Here are their Springfield numbers, starting with the Senate president:

Emil Jones, 217-782-2728
Michael Bond, 217-782-7353
James Clayborne, 217-782-5399
Jacqueline Collins, 217-782-1607
Maggie Crotty, 217-782-9595
John Cullerton, 217-782-7260
James DeLeo, 217-782-1035
William Delgado, 217-782-5652
Deanna Demuzio, 217-782-8206
Gary Forby, 217-782-5509
Michael Frerichs, 217-782-2507
Susan Garrett, 217-782-3650
William Haine, 217-782-5247
Debbie Halvorson, 217-782-7419
Don Harmon, 217-782-8176
Rickey Hendon, 217-782-6252
Linda Holmes, 217-782-0422
Mattiie Hunter, 217-782-5966
Mike Jacobs, 217-782-5957
David Koehler, 217-782-8250
Dan Kotowski, 217-782-3875
Kimberly Lightford, 217-782-8505
Terry Link, 217-782-8181
Edward Maloney, 217-782-6145
Iris Martinez, 217-782-8191
James Meeks, 217-782-8086
Antonio Munoz, 217-782-9415
Michael Noland, 217-782-7746
Kwame Raoul, 217-782-5338
Martin Sandoval, 217-782-5304
Jeffrey Schoenberg, 217-782-2119
Ira Silverstein, 217-782-5500
Heather Steans, 217-782-8492
John Sullivan, 217-782-2479
Donne Trotter, 217-782-3201
Louis Viverito, 217-782-0054
A.J. Wilhelmi, 217-782-8800

Monday: Shielding the gov
Published Apr. 27, 2008
Democrats in the state Senate have to decide this week whether they serve the people of Illinois or the two men who until now have been their puppeteers. That is:
- Will those Senate Democrats vote to let citizens decide in November’s general election whether to add a recall amendment to the Illinois Constitution? Or will the Democrats deny voters that choice and renew their platinum-level memberships in The Rod Blagojevich Protection Society, Emil Jones Chapter?

Blagojevich ostensibly supports adding a recall provision. But if he’s been lobbying for this amendment, we didn’t get the news release. Jones no doubt fears that a recall would endanger his pal Blagojevich.

So it’s up to the 37 Senate Dems -- every one of whom needs to be held responsible.

Monday’s editorial page will list the Senate Democrats and their telephone numbers. Help the senators decide whether they work for you or for Blagojevich and Jones. It’s now or not-for-a-very-long-time. The amendment needs to clear the legislature this week to be on the ballot in November.

Monday’s editorial page also will explore why two senators -- Debbie Halvorson of Crete and Ira Silverstein of Chicago -- have the most to lose if Democrats deny people a chance to enact a recall.

**Emil Jones and a recall vote**
*Published Apr. 4, 2008*

A constitutional amendment to let voters fire inept state officeholders is almost halfway to the Nov. 4 general election ballot. There appears to be strong support in the Illinois House. Whether such an amendment is approved for a ballot slot by the May 4 deadline rests primarily with Senate President Emil Jones and his fellow Senate Democrats.

For too long those Democratic senators have been inexplicably willing to let Jones, their leader, enable the frantic antics of Gov. Rod Blagojevich. Will Jones’ timid followers in the Senate keep letting him further the governor’s bizarre behavior without challenge? Or will Senate Democrats inform Jones that citizens deserve the right to vote a recall amendment up or down?

Three days ago, this page urged legislators to put that amendment on the ballot. Little did we know that, on Wednesday, responsive members of the Illinois House would indicate their agreement 80-25 during a test vote. A formal vote could come as early as next week.

That’s right. Eighty House members signaled that they’d give citizens the right to recall state officials and legislators who can’t or won’t do their jobs. True, 80 is shy of the 107 House members who voted last year to reject Blagojevich’s proposal for the biggest tax increase in Illinois history. But our guess is that most voters are grateful for the 80.

Senate President Jones, this recall legislation is rapidly coming your way. If both chambers give it the necessary approval by May 4, it needs no signature from the governor to appear on the Nov. 4 ballot. Citizens then can decide whether Illinois joins the 18 states that now have recall provisions.

You can bring the legislation to a vote in the Senate knowing that it surely will be approved. Blagojevich has professed that he supports a recall amendment, so you’d be giving him what he says he wants.

Or you could decide to unilaterally insulate him and any other grossly underperforming officeholder from recall by the citizens who pay his or her wages.

It’s your call, Senate President Jones.

If you stifle this legislation, we’ll be eager to hear explanations from members of your Democratic caucus. Many of them keep whispering how fed up they are with you, the governor and the ties that bind.

But if they let you kill a recall amendment and deny citizens a vote to approve or reject it, they’ll be just as
complicit as you are. This is a case in which whispering is for cowards.

The Democrats in your caucus already have to answer for the dysfunction in Springfield. You're their leader and the governor’s chief patron. There's one way, though, for your senators to take full ownership of that dysfunction: They can stand by like slack-jawed gawkers at a train wreck while you thwart the ability of their constituents to enact a recall amendment.

Many of those constituents are closely following the trial of Antoin “Tony” Rezko. They’re reading remarkable testimony about their state government. At some point they may want to do something about that. Should they first be able to adopt a recall amendment, Senate President Jones?

**Give the governor his recall**
*Published Apr. 1, 2008*

Back in the comparatively open-government days of 2007, when the governor of Illinois occasionally deigned to answer questions instead of running away from them, Rod Blagojevich said he favored adding a recall provision to the state constitution.

Blagojevich was correct in acknowledging that citizens of this state don't have adequate means to terminate an officeholder who can't, or won't, do his job. He was correct in his opinion that Illinois should join the 18 states that give frustrated voters -- as opposed to lawmakers acting in impeachment proceedings -- the power to remove inept politicians from office. Now it's time for legislators to heed the governor's stated wish by creating a recall provision for Illinois. By our calculation, both houses of the General Assembly have barely a month in which to pass the legislation that would qualify a recall amendment for the Nov. 4 general election ballot. Depending on how that amendment is worded, it could permit a recall election to remove Blagojevich himself as early as 2009.

Legislation enabling that public vote this fall has been introduced in both chambers. Early in March, a House committee approved a recall measure without a single vote in opposition.

There'll be much handicapping of this effort in coming weeks, with plenty of commentary on who in which chamber is supporting or opposing the notion of a recall.

The problem: That risks inextricably linking the recall proposal to the question of who supports or opposes Blagojevich.

Surely, he is the inspiration for the recall movement, as this page stated in an Oct. 28 editorial titled "Removing a governor." We cited Blagojevich’s reckless financial stewardship, his dictatorial antics and his penchant for creating political enemies. We invoked his legacy of federal and state investigations of his administration's alleged cronyism, corruption in the steering of pension fund investments, subversion of hiring laws, and illicit awarding of contracts.

But the need for a recall provision goes beyond any one officeholder.

Blagojevich's reign follows the certifiably corrupt term of George Ryan. Whenever such failed leaders don't have the personal dignity to stop pocketing a paycheck from citizens, those citizens shouldn't have to wait for the next election to declare, “You are serving your interests, not ours. You are dismissed.”

Blagojevich has earned that distinction. Last fall, as bickering lengthened the seemingly interminable 2007 legislative session, the governor who cannot govern insulted the citizens of this state by suggesting that, “If you measure success on whether or not you are doing things for people, this is the most successful session in years.”

Never mind that the governor's inability to forge legislative coalitions last year left Illinois with inadequate accountability in public schools, no new tax formula for funding those schools, no meaningful attack on the state's pension indebtedness. Instead, the governor unilaterally redirected taxpayers' dollars to pet
programs that he couldn't persuade legislators to support.

Last November an independent Chicago research firm, Glengariff Group, reported that its survey of 600 registered voters found support for a recall amendment swampng opposition, 65 percent to 25 percent.

Legislators need to give Illinois voters the option of adding to the constitution a way to recall officials in the executive, judicial and legislative branches.

Citizens, too, need to tell legislators that this recall provision is a priority -- and that they don't want to hear lame excuses about why-we-didn't-get-around-to-that.

We've all seen how little now happens in dysfunctional Springfield. There's time in the next month to pass a hundred pieces of recall legislation. Illinois only needs one.

Busy days on the Blago beat
Published March 7, 2006

This tirade has been hanging around the middle of our to-do list all week, ever since we learned that the $1 million Gov. Rod Blagojevich had promised to help Pilgrim Baptist Church after a devastating fire in 2006 had gone instead to a private school that departed for the Loop.

There's plenty in that deal to rant about: Two years after the fire destroyed the school's rented quarters in an administrative building next to the South Side church, the school hasn't reopened. The Loop office building that houses its new space is in receivership. The owner of that building was a business associate of the ubiquitous Blagojevich pal Tony Rezko -- see above -- and the head of the state agency that awarded the grant used to work for Rezko.

While the application was pending, the governor granted a pardon to one of the school's officers and ordered her criminal record expunged. Chandra Gill noted in her pardon petition that she had applied for the grant but was worried she couldn't run the school with a felony record. Still, the governor insists he didn't know about her connection to the school when he granted the pardon.

Oh, and the $1 million that was supposed to help rebuild the church's administrative building? The school got it through a "bureaucratic mistake," Blagojevich says, but not to worry. He'll find another million for Pilgrim Baptist.

It's all so outrageous that the editorial practically writes itself, so we apologize for taking so long. When you write about the governor's various bumbling ways, things tend to back up.

That's why we thought twice about state Rep. Lou Lang's bill to strip the governor of control over the Illinois State Board of Education. Though it sailed through a House committee this week, it will never get past Senate President Emil Jones, a Blagojevich ally. It also feels a little retaliatory: Lang admits he's mad that the governor tried to torpedo a $1.2 million state education grant that Lang wanted to bus kids to private Jewish schools around Chicago -- just another example of what Lang calls "the long arm of the governor" overreaching its authority. Blagojevich's office says he did no such thing.

Normally we'd dismiss this bill as an impudent poke in Blagojevich's eye. But we haven't forgotten all the mischief caused by the long arm of the governor in last year's triple-overtime legislative session. He played fast and loose with state finances, neglected urgent state needs while campaigning for his own prohibitively expensive causes and blocked critical initiatives without offering viable alternatives. We have to sympathize with lawmakers, whose job is a lot harder than it needs to be because they have to dodge around a guy who can't get out of his own way.

So they might be tempted to think the antidote to Blagojevich is to strip him of his power, department by department, agency by agency, board by board, starting with the State Board of Education.
Our own frustration with Blagojevich’s meddling led us last year to wish aloud -- to great public applause, we might add -- that Illinois had a mechanism to recall the governor. It doesn’t, but there are bills in the legislature that would start to create that process. They would let voters decide in November if they want to add a recall provision to the Illinois Constitution.

So a note to House Speaker Michael Madigan and Senate President Emil Jones: Let the recall legislation come to a vote. Give the people of Illinois a chance to decide if this is what they want.

If you don’t, you’re enabling this governor and disabling your constituents.

The governor nobody trusts
Published Feb. 21, 2008

The most powerful figure in Illinois government spoke Wednesday about preparing for the fiscal year that begins July 1. House Speaker Michael Madigan shared the most telling of his thoughts -- volumes of truth, really -- in just two sentences.

Oh, and in other news, Gov. Rod Blagojevich delivered his annual budget address. Of that what Blagojevich says matters much to legislators, many of whom dislike and distrust him. Hence those two sentences from Madigan: "We can always count on Gov. Blagojevich to give a fine speech. However, we have learned from hard-won experience that the devil is always in the details when dealing with his fiscal plans."

True enough. Blagojevich and his budgeteers have a history of seeking to pay for today’s good deeds by committing tomorrow’s revenues. So it was no surprise to hear him propose a public works package funded primarily by surrendering 80 percent of future state lottery revenues -- in return for an upfront payment from someone in the private sector for a windfall north of $10 billion.

These Blagojevich budget addresses ring annoyingly familiar from one year to the next. It's always about snaring a positive first-day headline. Last year, health-coverage galore. This year, take your pick: that pricey public works program or his proposal for a $300-per-child tax credit.

The governor was long on homey platitudes -- he invoked versions of the word "family" 28 times in a 22-minute speech -- but short on admitting that his state is so overspent it can't pay its bills on time. What's always missing from his budget speeches is the difficult but candid passage that would resonate with every hard-pressed household in this state. Something like:

We lawmakers, myself included, are the sloppy stewards of a government that refuses to pay in a timely fashion for Medicaid and social services care that has already been given to our sickest, poorest and most disabled citizens. So before we spend one new penny on anything at all, we're going to pay our creditors what we owe them. Doing less than that is shameful -- and no longer excusable.

No, that sort of message never makes its way into a Blagojevich speech. Paying the bills already incurred by Deadbeat Illinois would be responsible and boring and not much to boast about on the stump so, well, what's the point of that? As a Blagojevich aide once whined to us in a private conversation: "We won the election -- we ought to get to spend some money on stuff we want."

If only Blagojevich, before he delivered Wednesday's speech, had paid closer attention to state Comptroller Dan Hynes' new report, "Illinois' Fiscal Condition."

The Reader's Digest version:
We've had good revenue growth -- roughly 5.5 percent a year -- since the last recession in 2001. Except we spent most of that. Didn't build reserves. Still running huge deficits every year -- biggest in the nation. Revenues for the rest of fiscal 2008? Iffy. Fiscal 2009? You don't want to go there. Only gets worse.

We'll all learn more in coming weeks as legislators decipher Blagojevich budget documents measured in hundreds of pages. When you're the governor nobody trusts, you give your speech, then you wait.

Speaker Madigan wasn't the only truth-telling legislator Wednesday. His Republican counterpart, Rep. Tom Cross, told a TV interviewer what Illinois can't afford in its fiscal 2009 budget: "More spending, more borrowing, more indebtedness."

Yes, as the most powerful figure in Illinois government put it Wednesday, the governor gave a fine speech. Now, lawmakers, please pay your bills for services already rendered.

"My fellow deadbeats..."
Published Feb. 17, 2008
On Wednesday, Gov. Rod Blagojevich will propose a state budget for the fiscal year that begins July 1. As our gift to a government that can't pay its bills on time, we offer the budget address Blagojevich should deliver:

***

Last year I caused quite a ruckus in Springfield. I suggested a big expansion of health coverage. And, to pay for it, I proposed the largest tax increase in our state's history.

Today I propose what ought to be a less-controversial agenda. Here's why I do so:

Governors enjoy nothing more than voicing pride in their states. We like to brag. But today I'm ashamed of Illinois. Just as every member of the General Assembly should be ashamed. We aren't paying long-overdue bills for the most sacred trusts we hold. We are delaying -- sometimes with terrible effects -- our payments to those who have, at our request, already provided survival care for our neediest, most helpless citizens.

We are failed leaders of Deadbeat Illinois.

Maybe that doesn't keep you up at night. Maybe you think we spend too much on Medicaid recipients. Maybe you resent a doctor who drives a car nicer than yours. Maybe you have a beef with some whiny social services agency in your district.

Doesn't matter. Doesn't matter at all.

Because we long ago told these providers...

No. Lousy word, "providers." It's clinical, like "associates" or "interest groups."

We told these people in our midst, these medical professionals and employees at caregiver organizations, that we want them to do work that isn't always pretty, for patients and clients who aren't always lovable.

We asked the doctors and hospitals and nursing homes who'll serve our Medicaid folks to treat bladders that leak, and wounds that bleed, and lungs that cough up mucus.

We said we wanted the agency employees to teach young folks with dreadful disabilities -- body and mind -- how to feed themselves. How to find genuine dignity in menial jobs that would bore any one of us
luckier citizens to tears. How to get as close as they can to independent living -- something that, sadly, many of them can't fully achieve.

We also requested -- demanded, really -- that we get these services at steep discounts from what the market otherwise bears.

Good deal, right? Somebody else tends to our state's impoverished and disabled citizens -- in the name of us, the more fortunate people of Illinois. Aren't we ... noble?

Except, we delay payment for those services -- often for months. If the people who do our scut work can't meet their payrolls or pay their bills, tough. They can borrow.

Sure, we eventually pay them. But only after we've jerked them around -- for month upon month upon month.

We're a disgrace. We have no right to spend taxpayers' money on our golly-whiz new ideas until we pay for the care and services people already have delivered to the sick and disabled citizens we're sworn to protect.

***

The law doesn't give us many ways to skirt the Illinois Constitution's command that we balance our budget. We can, though, delay payments to the social services folks (and to other creditors as well) until two months past the end of the fiscal year. Better yet, we can stall Medicaid payouts -- indefinitely! -- into the next fiscal year. That is, we're required by law to pay most of the state's bills by Aug. 31, but whatever Medicaid bills we don't pay one year, we just kick into the next.

And we never catch up. By the time we finally pay off last year's Medicaid bills, this year's are already piling up. Unpaid.

I propose today that we end this humiliating payment scam, and the sorry reputation, of Deadbeat Illinois. Right now. As we prepare for fiscal 2009.

I'd love to propose a dozen -- a hundred -- new ways to spend taxpayers' money and make us look great in an election year.

But we can't live the good life, preening for the cameras, when we don't pay our bills. When we stiff medical and social services people who did what we asked them to do.

Why should they keep caring for our patients and disabled citizens? Good question. Why do we treat them this way? Because we can.

***

Dan Hynes, our state comptroller and my fellow Democrat, says we had a backlog of $2.7 billion in unpaid bills on Jan. 1. He says we owed 61 percent of that for Medicaid and other social services care. My people think Dan's $2.7 billion is a misleading number.

What's the correct amount? As I said earlier: Doesn't matter. Doesn't matter at all.

We owe a tremendous amount of money for the care given to our poor and disabled citizens. Dan says we finished fiscal 2007 with a $3.6 billion deficit -- the worst of any state in the nation. Our holdover Medicaid bills accounted for most of that. Our budget for this year, fiscal 2008, will swim deep in red ink.

We've been scrapping over resources and it's only going to get worse. Dan waves a lot of graphics with frightening trend lines -- where our revenues and our fixed expenses are headed. No good news there.
But before we start squabbling about fiscal 2009, let's make a solemn pact. Let's agree that in '09 we won't spend one extra dollar -- on existing programs, on schools, on new ideas, on adding a single state trooper -- until we zero out our debts.

That pact will hold only if we make an unequivocal, rigid commitment and stick to it. We have to. How can we look taxpayers in the eye if we won't even do what every Illinois household this side of Bankruptcy Court has to do? If we won't pay our bills on time?

Many of us weren't in Springfield when the state began this shabby mistreatment of the people who care for our most vulnerable citizens. But we have to stop this.

The voters who elected us, trusted us, can continue to think of us as squabbling do-littles. Or they can see that, in 2008 and 2009, we fulfilled our obligations. Their obligations, really. They can see that when people serve the sick and disabled citizens of Illinois, this governor, and this legislature, won't creep around looking for reasons not to pay.

We're the stewards of Deadbeat Illinois. And our disgraceful record stops right here.

The Fate State
Published Dec. 30, 2007
Last spring, Illinois Democratic leaders in the heady grip of Obama Drama set Feb. 5 as the date of this state’s 2008 primary. Anything to help a favorite son -- and feel like you're part of the game.

"Illinois is the fifth-largest state in the country," Gov. Rod Blagojevich proclaimed in June. "The people who live here deserve to play a bigger role in deciding who the presidential candidates will be." Nice idea. We editorialized in favor.

But a lot of states had the same idea. Jealous of Iowa's primacy in the nominating process, they advanced the dates of their own primaries and caucuses. By the night of Feb. 5, Democrats in Illinois and 27 other states will have spoken on who their presidential candidate should be. In fact, the 2008 campaign calendar is now so frontloaded that Democrats in the first half-dozen states -- Iowa, New Hampshire, Michigan, Nevada, South Carolina, Florida -- could have the whole thing settled before Feb. 5. (Republicans have a slightly different schedule.)

Yet Thursday's caucuses in Iowa's 1,784 precincts are as important as ever. So candidates of both parties have spent many months jetting past Illinois. They stop in Chicago for the occasional fundraiser. But for them, Iowa is still the Fate State.


***

Prior to 1972, Iowa's precinct caucuses took place in March or April, obscurely deep in primary season. For 1972, though, the Iowa Democratic Party set its caucuses for Jan. 24. (Republicans stuck to April, but caught up in 1976.)

Wry footnote to history:

The Democrats' motive wasn't to upstage New Hampshire's primary. They just wanted more time for processing paperwork before their subsequent county, congressional district and state conventions. In a 1998 history of the caucuses, Hugh Winebrenner, a professor of public administration at Drake University, wrote that Democratic leaders "confess that they were unaware that the Iowa Democratic caucuses would
be the nation's first as a result of the move. It did not take Iowa Democrats long, however, to realize what they had done, and although surprised by the media attention, they set out to capitalize on their new position of prominence."

Sen. Ed Muskie of Maine was the Democratic front-runner for the right to challenge President Richard Nixon in '72. But Hart, campaign manager for Sen. George McGovern, grasped the rich potential for Iowa's caucuses to embarrass Muskie. He started grass-roots organizing across Iowa in mid-1971, dispatching "border-runners" from South Dakota to recruit Iowa liberals for their senator. Hart's staff also lured a clutch of the nation's top political reporters to Des Moines with the prospect of a McGovern upset in a contest few of them even knew existed.

McGovern finished third, behind Uncommitted and Muskie. But Hart's bonanza payoff came when The New York Times' R.W. Apple wrote that Muskie's victory was "clouded" by McGovern's "unexpected strong showing." Or as ABC's Bill Lawrence put it, "The Muskie bandwagon slid off an icy road in Iowa last night."

Iowa has been rewriting once-promising candidates' plans ever since: John Glenn, Pete du Pont, Bob Kerrey, Jack Kemp. ... they and many others unable to sell themselves to voters eye-to-eye -- and not just as the unblemished creations of their TV ad-meisters -- have met their Waterloo. Their Oskaloosa. Their Dubuque.

As Wall Street Journal columnist Peggy Noonan recently wrote of another all-but-crowned candidate: Hillary Clinton and her handlers mistakenly thought Iowa "was a queenly procession, not a brawl. Now they're reduced to spinning the idea that expectations are on Mr. Obama, that he'd better win big or it's a loss."

***

The most frequent knock on Iowa voters as the nation's first is that, unlike the people of many other states, most of them are white. That arguably skews the caucus-night results.

This fall, The Washington Post's Dan Balz argued a countervailing view: "The reality is that voters in Iowa and New Hampshire have earned their privileged position by their seriousness and diligence in screening the candidates. In no other state is this tradition so richly embedded. Leaders elsewhere argue that the same would happen in their states if they were given status at the front of the line, but this doesn't happen overnight. It requires an engaged electorate, media outlets willing to devote serious resources to campaign coverage, and political leaders who nurture the climate of participation."

The Tribune's oft-stated preference is for perhaps four regional primaries, with the order rotating for each quadrennial cycle. That's fair.

But we'll acknowledge that Iowa and New Hampshire, with 3 million and 1.3 million citizens respectively, have done much of the nation's scut work this year. The rest of us have confirmed from this granular politicking that Hillary Clinton truly does feel entitled, that John Edwards is so chronically late as to appear undisciplined -- and that white voters are willing to evaluate Barack Obama the way Martin Luther King could only dream: not by the color of his skin, but by the content of his character.

Come Thursday's caucuses -- they demand hourslong commitments from voters -- our Iowa neighbors surely will relish their moment. There is, though, quiet bittersweetness to these final days. As Newsweek once put it:

Iowa's "native sons and daughters are taught from birth that of life's many cardinal sins, the most repugnant is grabbiness. They have never quite reconciled that with the fact that the whole crazy caucus circus -- the scheming campaign organizers, the boastful candidates, the anxious press -- is as grabby as can be, fickle suitors angling as a group toward a one-night stand and a plane ticket out."
That's a dilemma for Iowans to ponder on Friday. Thursday is game day. Too soon we'll all have Democratic and Republican presidential nominees -- followed by a nine-month general election campaign.

And right after Nov. 4? Count on the earliest birds flocking back to Iowa and New Hampshire.

Merry Christmas, Governor
Published Dec. 14, 2007
A governor already under siege took another pounding Thursday. Grab a tall eggnog:

Bad enough that Rod Blagojevich can't fashion a compromise among leaders of his Democratic Party in Springfield. Worse yet that Tony Rezko, his one-time top fundraiser, goes on trial in February. He's accused of using his ties to Blagojevich to extort businesses. On Thursday a second close Blagojevich associate, fundraiser and adviser Christopher Kelly, was charged with tax fraud. A federal indictment accuses him of filing false returns and illegally structuring monetary transactions. Kelly's attorney says he is innocent. Rezko, too, was on the griddle yet again Thursday, charged in a separate indictment with an expanded role in a previously alleged loan fraud. That case is apart from charges alleging Rezko's involvement in a pay-to-play scheme to bribe investment firms that wanted business from the state's teacher retirement system.

Also: P. Nicholas Hurtgen, a former executive at Bear Stearns & Co. in Chicago, was reindicted Thursday; a judge had dropped earlier charges against him. He's accused of participating in a kickback scheme to secure state permits for hospital expansion projects.

Whew. What does this December blizzard of charges mean? Let's shovel the snow slowly:

Federal prosecutors previously alleged that Rezko and another fundraiser schemed, almost from the beginning of Blagojevich's administration, to use their clout for corrupt purposes. The Tribune has reported that the other fundraiser is Kelly. The feds said Thursday the new indictment against Rezko is part of that probe, nicknamed Operation Board Games.

Remember, these are charges against people associated with Blagojevich, not against Blagojevich. No one accuses him or his administration of breaking the law. And U.S. Atty. Patrick Fitzgerald said Thursday, "We are not linking the indictments returned on the same day."

Maybe not in any formal sense. But Rezko, Kelly and Hurtgen, all in one day? What coincidence. Another point worth noting: Fitzgerald and Rob Grant, the FBI's top G-man in Chicago, took time to announce these indictments.

That has no significance in federal court. In the court of public opinion, though, this flurry (sorry) of indictments sends one unmistakable message from the feds:

If Kelly and Rezko by chance have any information about public corruption involving anyone, anywhere, the Department of Justice is all ears. And talking into those ears might help shorten any prison sentences that Kelly or Rezko might face if convicted.

And Blagojevich? Governors don't burnish their legacies when people they trusted get indicted. Kelly was Blagojevich's liaison to the Illinois Gaming Board during tense deliberations over where to locate a 10th casino.

So none of this helps Blagojevich. He and his friends Rezko and Kelly can spend the holidays ruminating about the old days, and pondering the pile of presents Patrick Fitzgerald has delivered.
Legislators, learn your lesson

Published Nov. 28, 2007

If you had to stake the house on it, you'd probably bet the odds are better in Annapolis than in Springfield. These days, the Israelis and the Palestinians look more likely to find peace than the Illinois Democrats and ... the Illinois Democrats.

But Gov. Rod Blagojevich is going to haul them all to the capital anyway on Wednesday, for a special session called to resolve the impasse over mass transit funding in the Chicago region. We'll take it as a good sign that House Speaker Michael Madigan has offered a compromise, support for a transit funding plan that has been touted by Blagojevich. That involves shifting gasoline taxes to transit, rather than imposing a higher regional sales tax. House Democrats, to their credit, have been leading the effort for months to get the transit issue resolved.

But we're not kidding ourselves here. It probably won't be resolved without executing a three-cushion shot. That's going to mean money for Downstate roads and bridges as well as for Chicago area transit. And the most likely place the lawmakers are going to find that money is through an increase in gambling in the state.

That brings us to a unanimous ruling this week by a state appellate court panel.

The legal issues are arcane, the chronology tortuous. But the court's ruling ought to caution Illinois lawmakers as they try to fund mass transit and capital improvement projects: Legislators can't allow gambling legislation to be used to line the pockets of political cronies. To do so would risk costing the state a whole lot of money.

The court ruling slapped down yet another legal attempt by Emerald Casino to challenge the Illinois Gaming Board's revocation of its license in late 2005. Emerald is on a long losing streak in federal and state courts -- which is just what a company that repeatedly broke state gambling regulations richly deserves. But there would be no Emerald case if legislators hadn't made a grievous error: They tried to dictate that politically connected Emerald could relocate one of Illinois' 10 casinos to politically connected Rosemont.

That 1999 intrusion into the business of the independent Illinois Gaming Board created a mess of regulatory fights and court litigation that likely won't end until sometime in 2008.

Illinois' beleaguered taxpayers have paid a terrible price for the legislators' clumsy effort to do favors for Emerald and Rosemont. With the 10th license still dormant, the state has forfeited perhaps $1 billion in gambling revenue. A 10th casino should be sending many millions of tax dollars to Springfield every month -- and creating hundreds of Illinois jobs.

The General Assembly would be foolish to again make any casino a plum for favored communities or investors. Illinois doesn't need more Emerald fiascoes, more stalling from casino company lawyers, more politically connected investors whining that they deserve reimbursement from taxpayers if their casino project doesn't make them rich.

How should legislators proceed?

Last week we listed crucial ingredients to assure the honesty and fairness of any gambling expansion: no clouting of legislators' favored groups into casino ownership; designated funds for enlarging the Gaming Board's investigative, auditing and legal staffs; tight state oversight of all vendors who do business with casinos (the better to exclude mob influence) -- and total insulation of Gaming Board members from meddlesome Statehouse politicians.

These have to be non-negotiable components of any gambling expansion in Illinois. If official Springfield learns just one thing from the needless and costly Emerald debacle, let it be this:
When lawmakers use casino legislation to do favors for their friends, everybody loses.

If Illinois expands gambling ...
Published Nov. 18, 2007
Think what you like about turning Illinois into the Land of Baccarat: A big increase in state-sanctioned gambling stands as the likely answer to the question, "How will lawmakers raise money for capital spending and mass transit?" We aren't sure whether that expansion would further coarsen the culture of Illinois. We do, though, know it would create rich new opportunities for corruption, fraud and mob influence.

Which means that before gambling industry lobbyists walk off with the Illinois statehouse, legislators need to clarify and tighten the regulation of gambling here. Among other things, that means forbidding politicians to exert their muscle on the Illinois Gaming Board, as Gov. Rod Blagojevich and Senate President Emil Jones at times have attempted to do. Any expansion of gambling has to be accompanied by intensified integrity in these four realms -- and failure to do so should be a deal-breaker for Democrats and Republicans alike:

***

- Springfield negotiations on a gambling deal reportedly stalled Wednesday in part over state Sen. Rickey Hendon's insistence that minorities be guaranteed an ownership interest in casino licenses. One lesson of the ongoing Emerald Casino debacle is that lawmakers wreak havoc when they start dictating who will own what. Testimony in lawsuits stemming from that case should disclose whether any Illinois politicians forced Emerald to accept certain clout-heavy investors. The far safer path is for legislators to instruct the Gaming Board, when it selects new license-holders, to give special consideration to casino companies that include significant minority ownership.

- The Emerald fiasco also is an example of the need for state (and in that case, federal) investigators to aggressively exclude unsavory characters from casino ownership. Gaming Board documentation on who owns the nine existing casinos runs 674 pages. Policing that list is an endless task: Earlier this year, a Chicago developer agreed to sell his roughly 3 percent interest in the Casino Queen riverboat in East St. Louis after the Gaming Board raised questions about his past ties to a known associate of organized crime. Adding more Illinois casinos, or introducing gambling positions at horse tracks, could exponentially expand the board's monitoring of ownership interests. That would require greatly increasing the state's regulatory staff -- money for which should be included in any gambling expansion.

- Another reason Illinois would need many more investigators: The Gaming Board does background checks on the almost 9,000 employees of existing casinos -- everyone from valet parkers to general managers. Much more elaborate scrutiny focuses on 136 "key persons," formally defined as individuals or business entities that are in a position to influence a casino license holder. More casinos means more key persons -- and the mandated Gaming Board scrutiny of their tax forms, their sources of money, their legal histories -- and their business, personal, family and political associates.

- Illinois monitors vendors who supply casinos with gambling equipment or supplies -- but currently lacks enough staff to police vendors who provide everything from refrigerators and napkins to garbage hauling and shrimp. Because casinos throw off oodles of cash, an operator could steer those contracts to mob-influenced companies and pay them exorbitant fees for services not directly tied to gambling.

That concern led to a $3.2 million fine against the Grand Victoria Casino in Elgin. In 2001, the Gaming Board alleged that the Grand Victoria had entered into a $292,000 air filtration contract with an inexperienced company that was part-owned by an alleged organized crime associate whose father ran illegal gambling machines in the northwest suburbs. (The casino's general manager admitted that the company had been hired improperly; he has been banned from the Illinois casino industry for life.)
Illinois regulators have statutory authority to monitor every vendor that does business with a casino. With or without expanded gambling, the state can't afford to leave unguarded this potential gateway for criminal influence.

***

Three weeks ago, House Speaker Michael Madigan declared that if Illinois is to have more casinos, it needs a more sophisticated investigative and regulatory structure that is also more independent from state politics. Madigan's plan would involve former federal judges and prosecutors in nominating members of the Gaming Board. His proposal also would much better insulate board members from arm-twisting by a governor or by legislators.

We reiterate our approval of Madigan's insistence that the integrity of Illinois gambling needs to be protected more aggressively. That's a demand rarely voiced by most of a Springfield crowd that primarily sees gambling as a way for the state to print dollars by the bazillions.

The pluses or minuses of Madigan's specific agenda will emerge in the final wording. But Illinois gambling thus far has avoided an industry-killing scandal only because of excellent vigilance by understaffed state regulators -- and because of some very lucky breaks in uncovering the scandals that already are part of the public record.

Any expansion of Illinois gambling has to mean much more stringent oversight -- and much less influence from this state's pols.

If not, no deal.

Another vote, another 'No.'
Published Nov. 14, 2007
Earlier this year, an Illinois House vote on Rod Blagojevich's bid to raise taxes for a massive health-care expansion handed the governor a humiliating 107-0 defeat. Still, the governor soldiered on with his overly ambitious health-care plans. He did so without benefit of legislative support or public mandate.

Last week, he quietly tried to push through another breathtaking expansion of state-funded health coverage. And on Tuesday, a bipartisan panel of Illinois lawmakers delivered the same resounding answer: No. By a 9-2 vote, the legislative panel blocked Blagojevich's plan to extend state-subsidized health insurance to reach 147,000 parents and other caretakers who earn up to $82,000 a year. The panel noted the administration's estimate that the expansion would have cost the state $225 million a year. They noted that others had figured the cost much higher. And they surely noted that the legislature never approved such spending.

So they did the smart thing with Blagojevich's big plan. They put a brick on it.

And they sent the governor another message, in case he's missed all the others from legislators and the majority of citizens they represent: Most Illinoisans don't appreciate the governor's attempts to execute an end-run and spend hundreds of millions on benefits for middle-income families while all taxpayers struggle to meet the state's existing obligations.

In this case, all the governor needed was acquiescence from the normally obscure panel known as Joint Committee on Administrative Rules or JCAR. The panel is empowered to review the legality of rules proposed by state agencies. Blagojevich had tried to earn panel members' fealty by approving money for pork projects in their districts while rejecting similar projects in districts of other legislators.

But the ploy flopped.
One member of the panel, state Rep. John Fritchey (D-Chicago), summed it up: "The stakes are very high. The governor chose to roll the dice in a very big way on a very important issue, and he lost."

Does anyone sense a pattern?

Blagojevich may portray this as another "up" for his agenda. He's evidently trying to convince people that he's a man of compassion who won't let stingy legislators stop him from giving taxpayer-funded health coverage to middle-income families. He says he's "simply doing my job and setting the right priorities."

But the people of Illinois, through their elected representatives, are talking back. They're unequivocally, and repeatedly, saying to Blagojevich: Don't write a blank check and create debts that will come due for generations.

So what now? Well, the governor can attempt another end run. Or he could sue.

Or he could try something new. He could work to build political support for a massive spending plan before he tries to ram it through.

Momentum for a recall vote
Published Nov. 8, 2007
In the two-plus weeks that reporters have been asking Rod Blagojevich and his staff about a proposal to remove him from office, the governor and his mouthpieces have maintained stiff upper lips. All this discontent with Blagojevich will be forgotten, they suggest, when Illinois voters comprehend all that he has done for "the people."

Problem already. "The people" -- including many who helped re-elect Blagojevich a year ago -- apparently want to fire him. The idea of amending the Illinois Constitution to permit a voter recall of Blagojevich is an ascendant theme in the discourse of this politically gridlocked state. On Tuesday, an independent Chicago research firm, Glengariff Group, issued the most extensive survey results we've seen on the governor's standing and prospects:

- 52 percent of the 600 registered voters interviewed would vote to recall Blagojevich if they had the opportunity; 37 percent would not. Democrats, Republicans, whites, African-Americans, residents of Chicago, Cook County, collar counties and Downstate regions -- every subgroup studied by Glengariff concurs. Company President Richard Czuba, who commissioned the research himself (rather than for any client) says: "I was stunned that even a plurality of Democrats -- 46.7 percent to 45.4 percent -- say they'd vote to recall Blagojevich. His own base has walked away from him."

- Nine percent of respondents strongly approve of Blagojevich's performance. Forty-two percent strongly disapprove. Total who approve: 31.5 percent. Total who disapprove: 61.2 percent.

- Support for a constitutional amendment to permit the recall of public officials swamps opposition, 65 percent to 25 percent.

- Most remarkable: Blagojevich's approval is in free fall among groups that overwhelmingly supported him in the 2006 election. From May to November, he has dropped from 75 percent approval to 44 percent approval among Chicago voters. Among Democrats statewide, from 71 percent to 42 percent. Among African-Americans, from 81 percent to 38 percent.

Public opinion surveys, of course, are snapshots in time -- in this case last Thursday through Saturday. They don't measure every citizen's thoughts, and there are always those pesky footnotes, warning that every number in sight has a potential error margin of, in this case, plus or minus 4 percent.
Still, the governor’s plummeting trajectory has become as evident as his failure to lead “the people” of Illinois. He cannot bridge political divides. He digs them ever-deeper -- as efficiently as Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel excavate basements.

Formal proposals for a recall amendment have been introduced in the Illinois Senate and House. There can be no constitutional amendment, however, until legislators agree to let this state’s citizens decide, during next November’s general election, whether to add it.

Judging by Glengariff’s polling, a strong majority of Illinois voters would like to be asked.

So let’s do that.

**Quinn, Blagojevich--and voters**

*Published Nov. 2, 2007*

For some 30 years, Lt. Gov. Pat Quinn has urged giving Illinois voters the right to recall government officials who can’t, or won’t, do their jobs. On Thursday, he went one significant step further, announcing his support for a constitutional amendment that’s been advanced by state Rep. Jack Franks (D-Woodstock) and state Sen. Dan Cronin (R-Elmhurst). That amendment would add Illinois to the roster of 16 states in which fed-up voters can initiate recalls.

Quinn didn’t describe his endorsement of a recall amendment as a renunciation of his beleaguered Democratic running mate, Gov. Rod Blagojevich, but that’s how the 12 million people of Illinois will view this. Franks and Cronin want voters empowered to recall Blagojevich. What’s more, given the growing (and highly publicized) public impatience with the governor’s combative style of governance, it’s easy to read between Quinn’s lines: “The people of Illinois employ their elected officials and pay their salaries -- and they should have the right to fire them if those officials don’t perform as promised.” The proposed amendment would allow voters to dismiss statewide elected officials, legislators and supreme, appellate and circuit judges.

But not without a lot of work. Recalling a constitutional officer (governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney general, comptroller, treasurer) first would require petition signatures equivalent to 12 percent of the prior vote for the office in question. Based on 2006 vote totals, for example, that translates into 418,401 signatures before a recall election could be scheduled to remove a governor or lieutenant governor. A majority of voters in a subsequent election then would have to approve a recall of the public official.

That’s doable, but not so easy as to leave high-performing officials vulnerable to gadflies fomenting frequent recall campaigns.

A statewide officeholder would have to be a true failure, a chronic non-performer, a pillar of ineptitude, to invite recall by the voters he or she had cheated.

In the past, Blagojevich has voiced his support for recall mechanisms. On that, he and his running-mate Quinn agree.

So we anticipate Blagojevich’s earnest work, alongside Quinn, to push the constitutional amendment that will give voters the right to recall divisive and low-achieving office-holders.

The sooner legislators approve the Franks-Cronin amendment and let citizens vote it up or down, the sooner those citizens can dismiss any statewide official who puts himself, and his self-serving interests, first.

**Recall? You said ‘yes’**

*Published Oct. 30, 2007*
Should Rod Blagojevich remain as governor of Illinois?

This page posed that question in a Sunday editorial, then went on to answer it in a way that probably didn't surprise many people: Blagojevich is Exhibit A in favor of a constitutional amendment that would allow the voters of Illinois to recall an inept governor. He has played fast and loose with the state's finances, neglected Illinois' most urgent needs while crusading for his own prohibitively expensive causes and stubbornly obstructed progress on critical initiatives without offering realistic alternatives.

When the same question was asked of readers, though, the response was harder to predict. After all, the people of Illinois elected and re-elected Blagojevich. Have his actions and inactions in the first year of his second term been so egregious that voters would entertain a proposal to un-elect him?

As one reader wrote: "Let's get started!"

More than 1,200 readers replied, and the overwhelming majority supported the recall of the governor. You can read many of the responses on today's Commentary page, and find more at Chicagotribune.com/opinion.

Many of you spoke in terms that were even more emphatic than the editorial. He can't work with others, even in his own party, they said. He worries more about his cronies and his contributors than about the people who elected him, they said. He hasn't kept his promise to address the state pension crisis because he's too busy fighting a lost battle for universal health care, they said. (And that perfectly blown hair really, really rubs some of you the wrong way.) Though a handful of readers rose to the governor's defense, they were shouted down by hundreds of others -- including many who prefaced responses with "I'm a lifelong Democrat" or "I voted for Blagojevich twice" -- who said he should go.

"YES!! Recall Blagojevich."

"He is an unmitigated disaster."

"GET HIM OUT NOW."

And it turns out they were just warming up.

"How about [Cook County President Todd] Stroger? Can we dump him too?"

Angry readers took their shots at Stroger, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley, House Speaker Mike Madigan, House Republican Leader Tom Cross and Emil Jones, "self-appointed King of the Illinois Senate."

In a remarkable outpouring of exasperation and disgust, readers lashed out against the cascade of new tax increase proposals and the failure of elected officials to cut spending or trim patronage workers from their bloated staffs. You railed about broken campaign promises, gridlock in Springfield, legislative indifference to critical needs such as education or pension reform and the uncertainty over whether we'll have a mass transit system come Monday. Yes, you'd like the opportunity to recall Blagojevich, you said, but why stop there? Good question.

Mr. Mayor, Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, et al.: We hope you're listening. Though it is far easier to vent than to vote, your constituents are fed up, and dangerously receptive to the suggestion that they do something about it for a change.

It's time to put their needs ahead of your political ambitions and your personal connections, not because they might remove you from office but because they put you there in the first place.
Gambling on a Springfield deal
Published Oct. 30, 2007
House Speaker Michael Madigan made one of his trademark chess moves Monday, a smallish gesture with big implications for mass transit, casino expansion and capital spending to refurbish the state's infrastructure. Our hunch is that Madigan has his eye on big prizes: stylish legislative outcomes that would finally -- finally -- break the impasse with Senate President Emil Jones and Gov. Rod Blagojevich. Or make them wear the jacket for failure.

But the chess move -- remember the smallish chess move? -- has intriguing merits of its own. What Madigan proposed is prosaic: a reconstituted Illinois Gaming Board, freer than the current board from the meddling that Blagojevich and his predecessor, George Ryan, at times have exerted. If Illinois is to have more casinos, Madigan says, it needs a more sophisticated investigative and regulatory structure that is also more independent from state politics.

His elaborate plan to involve former federal judges and prosecutors in the nomination of Gaming Board members is one of many improvements that would better isolate the regulation of gambling from political pressure. Members of the new board would oversee all casino contracts (to better thwart mob involvement), would face five-year prohibitions on taking future jobs with companies they have regulated and could communicate with the governor or legislators only in open meetings. Those and other facets of Madigan's plan address areas where Illinois casino gaming has encountered problems in the past.

If this casino reform becomes law, it will be as part of a grand bargain -- a bargain that for months has eluded Madigan, Jones and Blagojevich.

The political intrigue on Monday tended to overshadow Madigan's proposal. With Chicago Transit Authority service cutbacks scheduled for the weekend, is Madigan positioning himself as the lone grown-up, the leader who fashions the grand compromise that Jones and Blagojevich cannot? In this scenario, Madigan cobbles together a veto-proof bloc of urban House members (who get transit funding from a small regional sales tax) and Downstate members (who get capital spending on roads and schools). Broadly expanded gambling (with more muscular state oversight from a new and improved Gaming Board) ostensibly helps pay the bills.

Madigan could hand this mega-package to the Senate and head home, essentially forcing Jones and Blagojevich to capitulate -- or answer to all those citizens who will be infuriated by Springfield's failure to solve the CTA's problems.

Or maybe Madigan is tutoring Illinoisans on the sheer size -- and the criminal risks -- of a Senate-style gambling expansion, with multiple new casinos, more gaming positions at existing riverboats and as many other gambling opportunities as the industry's lobbyists can persuade legislators to include in a final bill.

"I should not be viewed as a proponent of gambling," Madigan said Monday -- stressing that he does not go to casinos or racetracks or bet on sports.

As if to say: Jones and Blagojevich do want more gambling, but to get it, they will have to contend with a Gaming Board immune to the pressures both of them have brought to bear in the past.

If Madigan's proposal for a beefier Gaming Board helps engineer solutions for CTA funding, dilapidated Illinois infrastructure and a modicum of expanded gambling, we are eager to see the grand compromise.

Even if a compromise does not materialize, we like his plan to better insulate casino gambling from the Illinois culture of political sleaze.
Removing a governor
Published Oct. 28, 2007
Should Rod Blagojevich remain as governor of Illinois?

He shows no inclination to resign from office. And while the state constitution does allow for his impeachment by the Illinois House and trial by the Senate, it's doubtful legislators could bring themselves to such drastic action. So the realistic question becomes this: Given the multiple ineptitudes of Rod Blagojevich -- his reckless financial stewardship, his dictatorial antics, his penchant for creating political enemies -- should citizens create a new way to terminate a chief executive who won't, or can't, do his job? That is, should Illinois join the 18 states that give voters -- as opposed to lawmakers -- the ballot power to remove state officials from office?

The Blagojevich experience suggests that the answer is yes. Illinois should write a recall mechanism into its constitution. Having endured the Blagojevich era, we believe voters never should have to endure another one like it. They instead should have the power to recall an inept governor.

The National Conference of State Legislatures offers a succinct summary of how a recall provision would be useful in a predicament such as Illinois': "Proponents of the recall maintain that it provides a way for citizens to retain control over elected officials who are not representing the best interests of their constituents, or who are unresponsive or incompetent. This view holds that an elected representative is an agent, a servant and not a master." (The NCSL takes no position on whether states should have recall provisions.)

This serious mechanism is rarely used. Only two U.S. governors have been recalled. North Dakotans ousted Lynn Frazier in 1921. In 2003, Californians voted to remove Gray Davis and, in a separate ballot measure, selected Arnold Schwarzenegger to replace him.

The odds are not great that a process for removing inept governors can be initiated in time to remove this inept governor. But that effort, which must begin in the Illinois General Assembly, would be worth the burden it creates, possibly including a special election to replace Blagojevich with a new governor.

In practical terms: The earliest that voters could be asked to add a recall amendment to the state constitution is the November 2008 general election. If the amendment is worded properly, there would be time to recall Blagojevich before voters get a chance to dump him the old-fashioned way: in a 2010 primary or general election, should he seek a third term.

***

The bill of particulars against Rod Blagojevich is numbingly familiar. His is a legacy of federal and state investigations of alleged cronynism and corruption in the steering of pension fund investments to political donors, in the subversion of state hiring laws, in the awarding of state contracts, in matters as personal as that mysterious $1,500 check made out to the governor's then-7-year-old daughter by a friend whose wife had been awarded a state job.

Presented this year with an extraordinary opportunity -- his Democratic Party controlling both houses of the Illinois General Assembly -- Blagojevich has squandered what should have been a leadership moment: He is governor of a state in desperate need of more accountability in its public schools, of a new tax formula for funding those schools, of a meaningful attack on its swelling pension indebtedness. Today Illinois has ... solutions to none of the above.

Instead, taxpayers are bankrolling an endless game of chicken between legislative leaders and a governor known to boast about his self-diagnosed "testicular virility." Blagojevich has clumsily tried to recast himself as a prairie populist, bashing his state's employers. He has borrowed from the future to cover costs of state government today. And in a fiasco that may have its own constitutional implications, he has redirected millions of taxpayers' dollars to personal priorities that he can't convince lawmakers to support.
Blagojevich is an intentionally divisive governor and a profoundly unhelpful influence. He is unwilling or unable to see the chaos all around him. This year, lawmakers failed to make progress on schools, on state pension reform, on any number of critical matters. Mass transit in the Chicago region is about to implode, largely because of the state government's failure.

Yet Blagojevich said 10 days ago that "If you measure success on whether or not you are doing things for people, this is the most successful session in years."

Do you see that success? Do you see Blagojevich forging compromises and solving problems? Or do you see the same distracted governor who, after House members crushed his 2007 tax scheme by a vote of 107-0, said: "Today, I think, was basically an up. ... I feel good about it."

He is the governor who cannot govern.

***

The public disappointment in Rod Blagojevich, whose tenure follows the corrupt regime of George Ryan, should launch a public debate: Do the people of this state want a way to say to their politicians, "You are serving your interests, not ours. You are dismissed."

Paradox of paradoxes: Blagojevich has joined his Democratic lieutenant governor, Pat Quinn, and state Sen. Dan Cronin, an Elmhurst Republican, in supporting a recall provision for Illinois. Blagojevich said in August that he also backs term limits for legislators.

As awareness builds that the governor's obstructionism has kept Illinois from meaningful action on education reform, school funding, government ethics, public pension indebtedness and other challenges, more voters may warm to the notion of firing their inept governor.

This page and many other voices repeatedly have proposed far-reaching solutions for each of those challenges. But our experience with the current governor suggests that those solutions can't flourish while he remains in place.

Illinois citizens have little for which they can thank Rod Blagojevich. They can, though, thank him for demonstrating why this state's legislature and voters should add a recall provision to the Illinois Constitution. And use it.

**Protecting Illinois sleaze**

*Published Oct. 24, 2007*

Last spring, Illinois legislators finally appeared ready and eager to raise ethics standards in state government. House members in April overwhelmingly supported an ethics reform measure.

It whizzed out of the House on a 116-0 vote. More than three-quarters of the members of the Senate signed on as co-sponsors. The measure would restrict most businesses that contract with the state from making campaign contributions to the officeholder who awards the contract. It would be a reasonable condition of doing business with the state -- and a reasonable stab at weaning Illinois from its astonishingly sleazy pay-to-play politics.

The bill would also require contract bidders to disclose how much they have given in campaign contributions in the last two years to the officeholder who awards a contract. The House voted six months ago. Here it is October and Senate President Emil Jones still hasn't allowed that bill to come to a vote in his chamber.

You might think Jones would be desperate for the opportunity to prove he's not protecting the pay-to-play culture in Illinois. After all, he has spent the year in one ethics bramble bush after another. He had to
explain how his stepson won a utility company contract, and how his wife and son obtained lucrative state jobs. He undermined some of his fellow Democrats by burying a majority vote in favor of a statewide freeze in electric rates.

So what's going on in the Senate now? Jones argues it's all about noble intentions. So does Gov. Rod Blagojevich.

They say they don't want to settle for the House bill because they are cooking up a much better ethics bill.

Just wait and see.

We're waiting. The House voted in April. And what have we seen from the Senate? Nothing but the same excuses the Senate leaders were mouthing in August, the last time this page wrote about their failure to call a vote on the House ethics bill.

That's what they said in August. Wait! We have a better idea!

Many Democratic senators at this moment are doubtless printing up campaign fliers that boast they have sponsored ethics legislation. And those campaign fliers will be a crock.

Every Democratic senator should be asked two questions:

Why haven't you screamed for your leaders to call a vote on the ethics bills that passed the House 116-0?

Why are you protecting the Illinois culture of corruption?

**Stick to 'irrelevant,' Governor**

*Published Aug. 3, 2007*

Political commentary in Illinois has focused of late on how splendidly a sputtering Rod Blagojevich has made himself irrelevant in the quest for a state budget. Which is fine by us: To date, the governor's silly stunts have done no worse than make him look fragile and untethered. On Thursday, though, a fellow Democrat, state Comptroller Dan Hynes, warned that the government shutdown Blagojevich has threatened could cause utterly needless problems.

Our guess is that someone around Blagojevich is too savvy to let the scenario Hynes envisions play out. Because if it does, Blagojevich could try and try to fire the blame gun at others -- only to shoot himself squarely in the foot. For the governor, and for Illinois, sticking with "irrelevant" is much safer.

You're forgiven if you long ago quit waiting for some action in the long-running passion play "Drama Queens of Springfield." This page has consumed barrels of ink this year urging lawmakers to parlay budget talks into educational reforms and spending increases for public schools. But with the controlling Democrats more interested in challenging one another's testicular virility, to borrow the governor's distinctive 2005 phrase, we hadn't seen much reason to dignify this tragicomedy since we offered a June 25 editorial, "Wake us when it's over."

The state's fiscal year began July 1 with only a one-month budget. The governor now wants another one-month budget for August. Legislative leaders say no way; they're negotiating a 12-month budget.

But at the stroke of midnight Tuesday, the last day of July, Illinois had no budget. Not to worry, state workers figured: Earlier in the day, Blagojevich asked them to report for work Wednesday. Everything's cool, don't fret.
On Wednesday, though, the governor fed a fat morsel to critics who think he's come unhinged. He sent legislative leaders a letter that said in part: "[A] 'take it or leave it' approach on a 12-month budget, sent to me as government shutdown looms, will do nothing more than simply precipitate such a shutdown."

Hynes notes that if a governor doesn't like a budget legislators write, he can veto it for any reason. Just as legislators are free to override his veto. But at that point, Illinois has a budget. A governor then essentially has three options (we're discounting a few odder imaginings):

He can admit that, given how democracy works, the game is over and the legislators won. Or he can go to court, arguing that the budget passed over his veto is unbalanced and thus unconstitutional. Hynes says judges, if they concur, can order legislators to fix the budget by adjusting spending or revenue. Fair enough.

Option three, Hynes observes, is for the governor to order a shutdown of the state agencies under his control -- which is most of them. That sort of exercise in chest-pounding would let a governor proclaim his heroism ("I'm Gov. Robin Hood, feared by the bad, loved by the good!") in demanding a budget rewrite that is Just So.

Maybe Hynes is over-reading Blagojevich's threat. Maybe the governor doesn't entertain goofy notions of closing state offices (ooh, the theatrics ...) or pulling Illinois Gaming Board agents off the boats they monitor (wowzer, imagine the public hubbub if the casinos close -- which they'd have to do, at a loss of $2 million-plus in state and local tax revenues each day!).

We hope Hynes is mistaken. Because every effort the governor has made to demonize his opponents this year -- some, such as employers and legislators who questioned his priorities didn't even know they were headed for his enemies list -- has flopped. Illinois citizens, like their lawmakers, aren't drinking his Kool-Aid.

The individual now taking public scorn for the budget impasse, and the individual who'll wear the jacket if the state does shut down, is the governor who can't govern. That leaves him irrelevant, but as Hynes says, there's worse.

**Governor, here's how to lead**

*Published July 2, 2007*

Surely it's painful to be Rod Blagojevich. You accomplish next to nothing for half a year while those FBI busybodies investigate your administration. You float an unprecedented taxing-and-spending plan only to have the Illinois House reject it -- by a less than ambiguous 107-0. You so spectacularly fail to broker a state budget with leaders of your own party that editorial writers -- testy when appalled -- start calling you the governor who can't govern.

Your solution? Cast yourself in the role of bold hero! Call a special session of your General Assembly! Having wasted your legislature's time and your taxpayers' money for six months, demand that Springfield...waste more time and money!

How much? House Republican staffers calculate "the cost of Democratic infighting" at $22,125 a day -- that's a $125 per diem for each of 177 legislators -- plus $29,718 per week for their travel costs. (Need we note, Governor, that doesn't include the cost of your personal plane. Wheels up!)

Maybe that's small change to a politician accustomed to thinking in terms of Rezko Bucks. Still, it's state money that could go to unpaid Medicaid providers and other crying needs.

Sadly for you, Governor, we taxpayers have a ready comparison: all that Atty. Gen. Lisa Madigan has accomplished while you've been...hey, Governor, don't those John Deere tractors down there look like little green ants?...Anyway, while you've serially floundered, Madigan has:
*Negotiated with utility officials on behalf of consumers for prospective new electrical rates and customer refunds. We sometimes disagree with her, but she's trying to figure out how we'll obtain ample electricity at a reasonable price.

*Helped write, and nudged through the legislature, one of the best cable TV competition bills in the country. Good for consumers, eh?

*Won a court decision denying convicted racketeer George Ryan a state pension.

*Won an appellate decision denying Emerald Casino's attempt to overturn revocation of its state license -- another victory in her lengthy campaign to protect taxpayers as well as the threatened integrity of Illinois gambling.

*Won legislative approval for a post-Virginia Tech bill that lets federal authorities know which Illinois residents have mental issues that prohibit them from possessing firearms.

*Confirmed identities of 741 sex offenders who had built MySpace profiles. As a result of subsequent investigating, 10 parolees are now back in prison for violating terms of their parole because of their MySpace activities.

*Exposed serious flaws in a federal recall of Thomas & Friends toys -- a recall intended to protect children from lead poisoning.

Yes, Governor, we know, this is the same Lisa Madigan whom your handlers jealously view as Satan incarnate. Too bad your special session creates such a study in contrasts, but...down there, Governor, is that bus as big as the one you rode around the state back in...when was that?
For the Illinois House

October 25, 2008

This story contains corrected material

The Tribune begins endorsements today in contested races for the Illinois House.


11th District (North Side): Democratic Rep. John Fritchey will break with party leadership when warranted. He patiently worked on ethics reform until it passed. He also supports a constitutional convention, though most politicians prefer the status quo. He is endorsed over Republican Susan Radzinowicz of Chicago.

12th District (North Side): Democratic Rep. Sara Feigenholtz is one of the strongest advocates for social services in the legislature. These are complicated issues and she takes the time to thoroughly verse herself in them. She does a terrific job all around. She is endorsed over Green Party candidate Tim Quirk of Chicago.

14th District (Far North Side): Gun control is not in favor in Springfield, but Democratic Rep. Harry Osterman fought hard for an ultimately unsuccessful measure to require background checks for private firearms sales. He is endorsed over Green Party candidate John Beacham of Chicago.

17th District (north suburbs): Democrats have targeted Republican Rep. Elizabeth Coulson, but she is a truly independent, highly ethical lawmaker. She brings insight on health-care issues. If there were more lawmakers like her, people might have more faith in government. She is endorsed over Democrat Daniel Biss, a University of Chicago assistant math professor and political organizer from Evanston.

20th District (Northwest Side, northwest suburbs): Republican Rep. Michael McAuliffe is the only Republican House member from Chicago. He has focused on crime issues and protecting homeowners. He is endorsed over Democrat Michael Marzullo of Chicago.

21st District (Southwest Side, southwest suburbs): This is an all-too-familiar Chicago tale: Democratic Rep. Bob Molaro waited until well after the primary to announce he would retire. So Democrats who aren't in the 23rd Ward political family didn't get a chance to compete for this seat. Who was anointed? Michael Zalewski, son of 23rd Ward Ald. Michael Zalewski. The kid will win, but we
won't endorse the way he got here. Republican Charles Johnson of Chicago and Green Party candidate Rita Maniotis of Berwyn are on the ballot but don't make a case for support. **No endorsement.**

**22nd District (Southwest Side):** House Speaker **Michael Madigan** resists Gov. Rod Blagojevich's worst impulses. Actually, he resists all of Blagojevich's impulses. Now's the time for Madigan to create a House committee to study if there are valid grounds to impeach the governor. Robert P. Famiglietti of Chicago is listed as the Republican candidate here, but it looks like he was put up by the Democrats. They pulled the same trick with Famiglietti in 2006. Madigan is endorsed—but we wish the Democrats would stop the ballot tricks.

**26th District (South Side):** **William "Will" Burns**, a former staff assistant to Emil Jones and political aide to **Barack Obama**, won a five-person Democratic primary that ousted Rep. Elga Jefferies. (She finished fourth. Ouch.) Burns is going to be a very conscientious legislator, someone to watch. He's endorsed over Republican Sylvester "Junebug" Hendricks of Chicago.

**29th District (South Side, south suburbs):** Democratic Rep. **David Miller** is a quality legislator, well-versed in education, health care and human services issues. (He's also the only dentist in the legislature. Can he extract a governor?) He's endorsed over Republican James Buiter.

**39th District (Near Northwest Side):** Democratic Rep. **Maria Antonia "Toni" Berrios** has been active on community health care issues and is endorsed over Green Party candidate Jeremy Karpen.

**40th District (Northwest Side):** Rep. Rich Bradley knew he was doomed when **Deborah Mell**, daughter of Ald. Richard Mell, decided to run against him in the Democratic primary. Bradley opted to take on an incumbent senator, but lost. Deb Mell has been active on gay rights and community issues and brings a lot of enthusiasm to this campaign. She may be the most sensible politician in the whole Mell-Blagojevich family. She is endorsed over Republican Christine Nere-Foss and Green Party candidate Heather Benno.

**41st District (west suburbs):** Republican Rep. **Robert "Bob" Biggins** has not had a big impact in the legislature. He can thank a police officer for saving him from having a big impact in the streets of Springfield: He pleaded guilty earlier this year to driving under the influence of alcohol after the cop spotted him driving on the wrong side of the road. Biggins admits he made a big mistake. **No endorsement** in a race against Green Party candidate Kevin O'Connor of LaGrange Park, who lists among his post-election goals finishing his college degree and finding a new apartment.

**43rd District (northwest suburbs):** Republican Rep. **Ruth Munson** is very independent. She's a small business owner and co-founder of the Illinois Legislative Manufacturing Caucus. She doesn't just take on the easy issues. She's endorsed over Democrat Keith Farnham of Elgin, who owned a union paint shop and has turned an old dairy in Elgin into lofts, and the Green Party's Dane Willman of Carpentersville.

**44th District (northwest suburbs):** Democratic Rep. **Fred Crespo** sponsored a House measure to reject a legislative pay hike and led a push to allow Harper College in Palatine to award a four-year degree. He faces a strong challenge from Republican Margaret "Peggy" Brothman of Hoffman Estates, who has served on a Schaumburg school board for seven years, including two years as president. Brothman is a fine candidate committed to lower taxes and education issues, but Crespo has acquitted himself well in his first term. He is endorsed.

**45th District (west suburbs):** Republican Rep. **Franco Coladipietro** is a hard-working attorney who acquitted himself well in his freshman term. He is endorsed over Democrat Jim Hagerty of Roselle, who
has been a member of the sheet metal workers union for 38 years.

46th District (Elmhurst area): Republican Rep. Dennis Reboletti has impressed in his freshman term. The former Will County prosecutor shines on juvenile justice issues. He was a sponsor of the Cindy Bischof law, which requires electronic monitoring of people who violate a domestic order of protection. He is enthusiastically endorsed over Democrat Gary Nowak, a businessman from Elmhurst.

48th District (south-central DuPage): Republican Michael Connelly, an attorney and DuPage County Board member, won a tough primary against Douglas Krause and Dave Carlin to succeed retiring Rep. Jim Meyer. Connelly is an impressive guy with a strong résumé of public service. As a trustee in Lisle, he held the line on property taxes. He is endorsed over Democrat Joseph Heneghan of Woodridge, a computer engineer.

49th District (west suburbs): Republican Rep. Timothy Schmitz, a firefighter and emergency medical technician, is a hard-working, pragmatic, conservative legislator. He is endorsed over Democrat Rachel Shattuck of West Dundee.

50th District (Aurora area): Republican Kay Hatcher of Yorkville, a Kendall County Board member and president of the forest preserve, is bright and has extensive experience on regional issues. She will bring a lot of energy to this job. She is endorsed over Democrat Mary Schneider of Batavia and Green Party candidate Sandra Lezon of Plano for this open seat.

51st District (north, northwest suburbs): Republican Rep. Ed Sullivan Jr. is very knowledgeable about property tax and business issues. (He's the Fremont Township assessor.) He is endorsed over Democrat Amanda Howland of Lake Zurich in a rematch from two years ago.

52nd District (northwest suburbs): Republican Rep. Mark Beaubien Jr. is a passionate, hard-working legislator and brings an intelligent approach to pension reform issues. He is endorsed over Democrat Rich Garling, an Island Lake trustee.
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